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Abstract

With more functionality added to safety-critical avionics systems, new plat-
forms are required to offer the computational capacity needed. Multi-core
platforms offer a potential that is now being explored, but they pose signif-
icant challenges with respect to predictability due to shared resources (such
as memory) being accessed from several cores in parallel. Multi-core pro-
cessors also suffer from higher sensitivity to permanent and transient faults
due to shrinking transistor sizes.

This thesis addresses several of these challenges. First, we review major
contributions that assess the impact of fault tolerance on worst-case execu-
tion time of processes running on a multi-core platform. In particular, works
that evaluate the timing effects using fault injection methods. We conclude
that there are few works that address the intricate timing effects that ap-
pear when inter-core interferences due to simultaneous accesses of shared
resources are combined with the fault tolerance techniques. We assess the
applicability of the methods to COTS multi-core processors used in avionics.
We identify dark spots on the research map of the joint problem of hardware
reliability and timing predictability for multi-core avionics systems.

Next, we argue that the memory requests issued by the real-time oper-
ating systems (RTOS) must be considered in resource-monitoring systems
to ensure proper execution on all cores.

We also adapt and extend an existing method for worst-case response
time analysis to fulfill the specific requirements of avionics systems. We
relax the requirement of private memory banks to also allow cores to share
memory banks.

This work has been supported by the Swedish Armed Forces, the Swedish
Defence Materiel Administration and the Swedish Governmental Agency for
Innovation Systems under grant number NFFP6-2013-01203.

Department of Computer and Information Science
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Added functionality in future avionics systems brings complexities to both
design and operation of these systems and requires new platforms that of-
fer more computational capacity. Multi-core processing offers a potential
that the industry is exploring, which opens up for new research questions
in the context of safety-critical systems. The multi-core processors available
commercially today, often referred to as commercial off-the-shelf (COTS),
are inherently less predictable than single-core processors due to shared
resources and the efforts of the chip manufacturers to optimize the through-
put. This affects the analyses of worst-case execution time (WCET) and
worst-case response time (WCRT). In the absence of new techniques, these
analyses tend to result in very pessimistic estimates, which could negate the
added computational capacity.

1.1 Motivation

Modern avionics system development is undergoing a major transition, from
federated systems to Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) where several air-
craft functions can reside on the same platform. Moreover, there is a de-
parture from today’s single-core computing due to possible single-core ob-
solescence. We need to address the predictability problems of multi-core
platforms (e.g., how to guarantee determinism (in time and space) for ap-
plication tasks running on multiple cores and interacting through shared
memory).

Multi-core platforms offer greater computational capacity with less size,
weight and power (SWaP) compared to a single-core platform, and are
used in diverse domains from mobile devices to supercomputing. However,
safety-critical cyber-physical systems such as avionic and automotive [57]
systems have not (yet) embraced the technology due to predictability is-
sues. Aerospace systems are subject to costly and time-consuming certifi-
cation processes, which require a predictable behavior under fault-free and

1
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certain faulty conditions.
Predictability is also fundamental for establishing real-time correctness.

In today’s multi-core platforms, different cores share hardware resources
such as caches and memory, which were essentially developed with a focus
on maximizing the throughput, but when placed in the safety-critical context
introduce challenges to predictability. However, these challenges have to be
met as aerospace is moving towards higher exploitation of commercial-off-
the-shelf (COTS), as well as aiming to exploit the low SWaP characteristics
of multi-core. Although the use of concurrent processes and shared resources
is well-studied in real-time systems, the estimation of worst-case execution
time (WCET) and maximum response time for each process is based on well-
defined regimes allowing mutually exclusive access to each shared resource.
With applications running on multi-core platforms, this option no longer
exists unless all caches are partitioned and the timing effects of requests to
the shared memory are predictably estimated.

Avionics systems often operate at high altitude and are more exposed
to cosmic radiation than electronics at ground-level. This cosmic radiation
has sufficient energy to alter the states of circuit components, resulting in
corrupted data (e.g., in caches and memory), often referred to as soft errors.
Safety and reliability requirements of the system entail making a serious
attempt to make it fault-tolerant by masking the soft errors.

To use multi-core processors in a safety-critical avionics system, both
problems (i.e., timing predictability and fault tolerance) have to be ad-
dressed together. Safety-critical systems have to produce the correct output
within the allotted time and different fault tolerance methods have different
impact on the execution time of tasks in the system. The verifiability of the
chosen fault tolerance mechanism and the WCET estimates must also be
ensured. To create repeatable experiments, we also need appropriate fault
injection methods.

1.2 Problem formulation

The purpose of this thesis is to identify challenges to the deployment of
multi-core processors in safety-critical systems, and to provide mechanisms
for meeting some of these challenges. The research goals are:

• Predictability: Study, devise and improve methods for assuring tim-
ing predictability and temporal isolation for avionics systems realized
on multi-core platforms with shared resources.

• Fault Tolerance: Investigate how single event effects and their miti-
gation impact predictability and temporal isolation of avionics systems
with certification constraints when realized on multi-core platforms
with shared resources.

2
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• Maturity: Determine if there exist methods considering predictabil-
ity and fault tolerance on multi-core so as the deployment of multi-core
platforms in safety-critical avionics systems can be achieved.

Assessing the maturity of methods does not, by itself, solve the aerospace
problems, but it is a necessary step for formulating appropriate research
goals meeting the challenges mentioned above. This thesis provides a partial
addressing of the challenges and is a work-in-progress towards deploying
safety-critical avionics systems on multi-core platforms.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis contributes techniques for bringing the aerospace industry closer
to efficiently using multi-core processors in safety-critical avionics systems.
The contributions of this thesis are as follows.

(a) Impact of memory requests from the operating system on
inter-core interference: We show the magnitude of memory re-
quests issued by the Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) and that
they should be considered when analyzing inter-core interference in a
resource-monitoring system.

(b) Methodology for validation of worst-case response time with
shared Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) banks:
We extend an existing work with a timing model considering the inter-
core interference in the DRAM and we relax the assumption of private
DRAM banks to allow for using shared DRAM banks. We adapt
the proposed Linux-specific mechanisms for use on an avionic rele-
vant RTOS. We also devise a methodology for the validation of our
approach.

(c) Review of state-of-the-art research addressing WCET esti-
mation combined with fault tolerance on multi-core: We in-
vestigate the joint problem of WCET estimation and fault tolerance
on multi-core platforms to evaluate the maturity for deploying a cer-
tifiable fault-tolerant safety-critical real-time avionics system. Several
research gaps are identified and we also identify directions for future
research.

1.4 List of publications

The work in this thesis is the result of the following publications:

• A. Löfwenmark and S. Nadjm-Tehrani. Challenges in future avionic
systems on multi-core platforms. In Proceedings of the 25th IEEE
International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering Work-
shops (ISSREW 2014). IEEE, November 2014.

3
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• A. Löfwenmark and S. Nadjm-Tehrani. Experience report: Mem-
ory accesses for avionic applications and operating systems
on a multi-core platform. In Proceedings of the 26th IEEE In-
ternational Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering (ISSRE
2015). IEEE, November 2015.

• A. Löfwenmark and S. Nadjm-Tehrani. Understanding Shared
Memory Bank Access Interference in Multi-Core Avionics.
In Proceedings of the 16th International Workshop on Worst-Case
Execution Time Analysis (WCET 2016). OASIcs, July 2016.

The following report has also been prepared and submitted for evaluation:

• A. Löfwenmark and S. Nadjm-Tehrani. Worst-Case Execution
Time under Faulty Conditions on Multi-Core - A Survey.
Under Submission.

1.5 Thesis outline

The thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 - Background provides the basic concepts relevant to under-
standing the rest of the thesis. We present common multi-core archi-
tectures and the various shared resources present in many multi-core
platforms.

Chapter 3 - Related Work presents existing related works, addressing
timing related (WCET) issues on multi-core platforms, on which our
own work is built. Fault tolerance and its impact on WCET estima-
tions is reviewed in more detail in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4 - The Impacts of Faults on Timing presents a survey iden-
tifying several gaps in research addressing multi-core WCET estima-
tions and the impact fault tolerance mechanisms have on these esti-
mates.

Chapter 5 - Memory Request Monitoring focuses on studying the mag-
nitude of memory requests issued by an RTOS and the impact they
have on the inter-core interference analysis.

Chapter 6 - Shared Memory Bank Interference provides a method-
ology for WCRT estimation and validation while allowing multiple
cores to share memory banks.

Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Future Work concludes the work presented
in this thesis and presents potential future work.

4
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides the background material needed for understanding
the contributions presented in this thesis.

2.1 Multi-Core Basics

A multi-core processor implements the multiple instruction multiple data
(MIMD) technique [21,25] to achieve parallelism. There are multiple design
choices to consider for a multi-core processor:

• Cores may or may not share caches.

• Cores may or may not share memory (private memory vs global or
distributed shared memory).

• Cores may or may not be identical (homogeneous vs heterogeneous).

• Cores may be connected using different network topologies, such as
bus, ring, mesh or crossbar.

In this thesis, we focus on shared-memory multi-core systems and a
schematic view of the system used in this thesis is shown in Figure 2.1.

2.2 Shared Resources

In a single-core system only one task can access a resource at a time, but
problems may arise in a multi-tasking system if the accesses from two tasks
are interleaved or interrupted due to preemption (e.g., as a result of priority
based scheduling). This is an extensively studied issue (e.g., [7,9,20,55,76]).
On a multi-core system on the other hand, requests can be issued at the
same time and may have to be arbitrated by the hardware somehow. This

5
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Figure 2.1: Example of Multi-Core Architecture.

arbitration, which is not present on a single-core system, can impact the
predictability. Next, the four components illustrated in Figure 2.2, where
sharing can impact predictability will be briefly reviewed.

Shared	
resources

Cache

Replacement	
Policy

Coherency

Sharing

Intra-task	
interference

Inter-task	
interference

Cache	
pollution

Inter-core	
interference

Interconnect

Memory	
Controller

RAM

Inter-bank	
interference

Intra-bank	
interference

Figure 2.2: Various shared resources and their interference sources.

2.2.1 Caches

Parts of the cache architecture may affect the interaction between cores,
e.g. cache sharing [26,48], cache coherence [26], and the cache replacement
policy [2]. Cache sharing is present on platforms where the cores share one
or more levels of cache. Cache coherence is needed for keeping shared data
consistent among the core-private caches and the main memory. The cache
replacement policy affects how cache lines are replaced when the cache is
full.

6
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2.2. SHARED RESOURCES

Four types of cache interference may arise due to cache sharing: (a) in-
tra-task interference, where a task evicts its own cache lines; (b) inter–
task interference, where a task evicts cache lines belonging to another task;
(c) cache pollution caused by asynchronous events such as interrupt service
routines; and (d) inter-core interference, where tasks on different cores evict
cache lines belonging to each other [58]. The first three are not new and
exist in a multitasking single-core system as well, but the last one is new
in multi-core systems. Another problem is that the cores may try to access
the cache at the same time and one core will block the other core’s access,
which will introduce delays for the blocked core and timing-variability in
the system. To achieve the required performance in IMA systems, using the
L2 cache is important in time and space partitioned RTOSes [48] and the
inter-core interference problem needs to be addressed.

The cache coherency protocol is responsible for keeping the shared data,
cached in core-private caches, in sync between all cores storing the shared
data and also with the main memory. If two cores (C1 and C2) operate on
independent data, which are stored in main memory in such a way that the
data ends up in the same coherency domain, the cache coherency protocol
will invalidate C1’s cache, when C2 writes to its data. C1 will suffer a delay
when it tries to access its data because the cache has been invalidated and
needs to be reloaded. This is known as false sharing and has the same impact
as if the cores were accessing the same data [26]. Thus, the interference
caused by the coherency protocol can add to the timing-variability of the
system.

With respect to the cache replacement policy, the Least Recently Used
(LRU) policy is the most analyzable policy as this policy does not suffer from
domino effects [2]. Regardless of this, manufacturers replace the LRU policy
with Pseudo-LRU (PLRU), which is a policy that almost always discards
one of the least recently used items, or the FIFO policy. Both PLRU and
FIFO are cheaper solutions in terms of implementation cost, but introduce
domino effects affecting the WCET estimates.

2.2.2 Random Access Memory

Random access memory (RAM) is used in computer systems as main mem-
ory. The two main types of RAM used in a computer system are (a) static
RAM (SRAM) (b) dynamic RAM (DRAM) where SRAM is based on a
flip-flop circuit requiring very low power when not being accessed. It is
more expensive and has low storage density, and is therefore mostly used
for caches. DRAM is based around a capacitor that can be charged and
discharged to represent ’1’ and ’0’. However, the capacitor will slowly leak
and requires periodic refreshes. It consumes more power, but can store more
data at a lower cost. Therefore, DRAM is often used for main memory and
in this thesis, we are primarily interested in main memory so we will not con-
sider SRAM any further. The most common variant of DRAM nowadays,

7
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is the synchronous DRAM (SDRAM) where the operation is coordinated
by an externally-supplied clock signal (e.g., changes on control inputs are
recognized after a rising edge of its clock input). In this thesis, the term
DRAM will refer to the synchronous variant and is used interchangeably
with the term SDRAM.

A memory module (such as a double data rate type three dual in-line
memory module [DDR3 DIMM], which is found in many desktop computers)
is built from several DRAM chips that make up the total data path width.
Normal widths of each chip are four and eight bits, commonly referred to
as “x4” (“by four) and “x8” (“by eight”). To make up a 64-bit data path,
eight “x8” chips are needed, see the example in Figure 2.3. If the DIMM
supports error detection and correction, additional chips are added.

DRAM	Module

Chip	
1

Chip	
2

Chip	
3

Chip	
4

Chip	
5

Chip	
6

Chip	
7

Chip	
8

Command
Address

Data 64	bits

x8 x8 x8 x8 x8 x8 x8 x8

Figure 2.3: Schematic view of a DRAM Module.

DRAM memory devices are organized into ranks (set of DRAM chips
connected to the same chip select signal (Figure 2.3 shows one rank). Ranks
can be accessed independently, but not simultaneously as they share the
data bus. To improve performance, a rank contains a number of banks that
can be accessed independently. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic view of DRAM
chip. Each bank contains a data array organized as a matrix with a specified
number of rows and columns. To read data from this data array, the row
containing that data must be opened and the contents read into the row
buffer, from which the column containing the data can be read. The row
buffer is used to store the data from a row as the row is drained of data
during the read due to implementation details (capacitors are discharged).
Subsequent requests to the same row can be serviced with lower latency, as
the row is already open (the data is in the row buffer). If a request requires
another row to be opened, this will increase the latency as the currently
open row must be closed and the data written back to the row before the
new row can be opened. This will also influence the inter-core interference
if different cores request data from different rows in the same bank.

2.2.3 Memory Controller

In addition to the memory devices, the DRAM memory system also contains
a memory controller. A memory controller is a shared resource just like
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Figure 2.4: Schematic view of a DRAM Chip.

the caches, and it has the same kind of issues. One core accessing the
DRAM can be blocked because of another core accessing the DRAM at
the same time. This interaction may prevent hardware synchronization of
processors as is typically done [48] and can lead to schedule skid and jitter,
resulting in timing-variability since synchronization has to be performed in
software instead of hardware. The inter-core interference may be reduced
by introducing additional memory controllers in the system [2], but this will
not scale well with increasing number of cores.

The memory controller sends a number of commands to the DRAM
devices: activate (ACT) to open a row; read/write (RD/WR) to read or
write data to the row buffer; precharge (PRE) to close an open row. As
described in Section 2.2.2, a row has to be read into the row buffer to be
accessible. To read a row, the sequence (PRE, ACT, RD) is required to close
the previously open row, read it into the row buffer and to read the wanted
data. When using the open page policy, a subsequent access to the same
row does not require the PRE-command, thus shortening the latency. The
close page policy on the other hand always closes the row and another PRE-
command is required even if the access is to the same row. This increases
the latency, but the timings are more deterministic.

2.2.4 Interconnect

Multi-core processors are often part of a System on Chip (SoC) together with
peripherals such as external memory, serial I/O and Ethernet. To handle
all requests to the shared peripherals, an interconnect is implemented to
arbitrate the requests. The internal workings of the interconnect and how
it prioritizes the requests are often part of the manufacturer’s intellectual
property. In a safety-critical system the configuration of the interconnect
cannot be ignored since it can cause a core to be blocked by another core
accessing a resource in parallel [48].

9
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The interconnect is a crucial component of the multi-core processor –
making the alternative gold standard (see Section 2.3.3) difficult to realize if
the hardware has not been developed for it. The behavior or performance in
one partition may be affected by another partition, violating the alternative
gold standard, which is incompatible with existing guidelines [2,41].

2.3 Avionic Architectures

Avionics systems are transitioning [94] from a federated architecture to one
based on the Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) concept [80]. Here we
will briefly describe each and some differences. We will also describe other
concepts relevant to the development of avionics systems.

2.3.1 Federated Architecture

Traditionally, avionics systems have been implemented following a feder-
ated design. Each avionic function is implemented in self-contained units,
referred to as line-replaceable units (LRUs), that perform their unique tasks.
The LRUs contain CPU, memory and I/O. Figure 2.5 shows a small fed-
erated system with three LRUs, sensors and actuators. Application tasks
(circles labelled T1, . . . , T4 in the figure) execute on the CPUs. Each LRU
is connected to each of the others by a point-to-point connection. As each
LRU has its own unique design tailored for its unique tasks, adding system
functionality often causes major system redesign, integration test and ver-
ification work. There are also high costs for maintenance due to the large
number of spare LRUs (and spare parts to repair the LRUs) required.

Sensors

I/O

CPU

I/O

Actuators

I/O

CPU

I/O

I/O

CPU

T3T4

T1 T2

LRU LRU

LRU

Figure 2.5: Small system – Federated Architecture.
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2.3.2 Integrated Modular Avionics

Avionics systems today are more often implemented using IMA [80]. IMA
uses a high-integrity, partitioned environment that hosts multiple functions
of different criticalities on a shared computing platform. The partitioning
concept (see Section 2.3.3) ensures a fault containment level equivalent to
its functionally equivalent federated system, which implies partitioning in
both space and time [1,81]. Figure 2.6 shows the same small system as
in Figure 2.5, but integrated on an IMA platform. Here, the application
tasks have been consolidated on one CPU and a common network is used
to connect the system.

SensorsActuators

I/O
Network	
Interface

Network	
Interface

CPU
T1 T2

T3T4

LRU

Figure 2.6: Small system – IMA Architecture.

Work is ongoing in the European Union funded project ASHLEY [6] to
develop the next generation, IMA2G.

2.3.3 Robust Partitioning

Robust partitioning is (re)defined and refined in several documents which
makes it complicated to extract the official definition [41]. For example,
RTCA/DO-297 [80] defines it by stating that it “ensures that any hosted
application or function has no unintended effect on other hosted applica-
tions or functions”. Jean et al. refer to work by Rushby [82] defining the
Gold Standard for Partitioning : “A robustly partitioned system ensures a
fault containment level equivalent to its functionally equivalent federated
system.”. Wilding et al. [96] define the Alternative Gold Standard for Parti-
tioning : “The behavior and performance of software in one partition must be
unaffected by the software in other partitions,” which is a stronger property
and a sufficient condition to establish robust partitioning.

Robust partitioning consists of the following the concepts:

Fault Containment Functions should be separated in such a way that no
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failure in one function (application) can cause another function to fail.
Low criticality tasks should not affect high criticality tasks.

Space Partitioning No function may access the memory space of other
functions (unless explicitly configured).

Temporal Partitioning A function’s access to a set of hardware resources
during a period of time is guaranteed.

Robust partitioning has traditionally been implemented in the federated
architecture with dedicated hardware per application or function. With the
introduction of IMA and multi-core, the robust partitioning property needs
to be addressed and ensured [41].

ARINC 653 [1] is a software specification for space and time partitioning
(see Section 2.3.5), aiming at an alternative gold standard. It contains its
own interpretation of robust partitioning: “The objective of Robust Par-
titioning is to provide the same level of functional isolation as a federated
implementation.”

The space partitioning concept can be implemented on multi-core sys-
tems as is, as long as the hardware can prevent invalid memory requests.
The time partitioning concept, on the other hand, is problematic as AR-
INC 653 states that a partition should have exclusive access to its physical
resources. Since the main memory is a shared resource (as we discussed in
Section 2.2), achieving time partitioning in multi-core systems is not trivial.

2.3.4 RTCA/DO-178C

Development of safety-critical airborne software is guided by the de-facto
standard RTCA/DO-178C [81], Software Considerations in Airborne Sys-
tems and Equipment Certification. It contains a number of objectives to be
fulfilled. The software is assigned a design assurance level (DAL), ranging
from level A (most critical) to E (non-critical), depending on the criticality
as determined in the safety assessment process. In addition to RTCA/DO-
178C the certification authorities have issued the Certification Authorities
Software Team position paper (CAST 32A) [15] that identifies topics im-
pacting the safety, performance and integrity of an airborne software system
executing on multi-core processors.

It is required that probabilistic safety guarantees are provided to func-
tionalities of different criticalities as shown in Table 2.1. Clearly, higher
criticality levels require more stringent analyses of both hardware and soft-
ware to ensure the assurance levels needed. WCET estimates need to be
determined more thoroughly and tend to be larger (more pessimistic) in
higher criticality levels.
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Table 2.1: Failure rate per RTCA/DO-178C criticality level.

Level Failure Condition Failure Rate

A Catastrophic 10−9/h
B Hazardous 10−7/h
C Major 10−5/h
D Minor 10−3/h
E No Effect N/A

2.3.5 ARINC 653

ARINC 653 [1] (Avionics Application Standard Software Interface) is a soft-
ware specification defining a general-purpose interface between the RTOS
of an avionics computer and the application software. It allows multiple ap-
plications of different criticality levels (such as the RTCA/DO-178C DAL)
to execute on the same computing platform, without affecting one another
spatially or temporally (space and time partitioning), in the context of an
IMA architecture. A partition is a program unit of the application to satisfy
these partitioning constraints. Each partition has its own statically assigned
memory space. ARINC 653 defines an Application Programming Interface
(API) called APlication/EXecutive (APEX), which enhances portability.
The APEX API contains services to manage partitions and processes, to
handle inter- and intra-partition communication, and also services for error
handling. The API provides services in the following categories:

• Partition Management

• Process Management

• Time Management

• Inter-partition communication

• Intra-partition communication

• Error Handling

No services are provided for memory management; this has to be handled
by the partition itself (within its statically assigned memory space).

A partition consists of one or more processes that combine to provide
the functions associated with that partition. Processes within a partition
share the same memory address space, and are scheduled according to a
priority-based preemptive scheduling scheme. The naming convention using
the terms partition and process is somewhat confusing as for general pur-
pose operating systems the terms process and thread are often used, where
the processes are separated in memory and the threads share the memory
address space.

13
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Partitions are scheduled in a static cyclic schedule, which prescribes when
and for how long a partition can execute. The major frame time determines
the length of the repeating schedule, and each major frame is divided into
partition windows with a specified start time within the major frame and a
duration. A partition can be scheduled in arbitrarily many partition win-
dows within a major frame.

All resources needed by a partition are statically allocated in a config-
uration file. This includes for instance the partition window schedule, the
memory requirements and inter-partition communication channels. Dur-
ing partition initialization, all resources used by the partition are created.
When the normal mode execution starts, it is no longer possible to create
additional processes.

The current revision of ARINC 653 is for single-core processors, but
work is currently ongoing by the Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee
(AEEC) APEX subcommittee1 to extend the standard for use on multi-core
processor architectures.

2.3.6 Safety and Certification

A safety-critical avionics system has to be certified by the authorities, e.g.
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in United States or the Euro-
pean Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) in Europe, covering both hardware
and software.

The certificate, which is on the aircraft level, testifies that the type of
aircraft including used technology meets the safety requirements. One im-
portant certification requirement is the development under the guidance of
Aerospace Recommended Practice (ARP). ARP4754A [83] identifies rela-
tionships to other guidelines, such as RTCA/DO-297 [80] for IMA, RTCA/DO-
254 (ED-80) [79] for airborne electronic hardware, and RTCA/DO-178C
(ED-12C) [81] for airborne software.

For RTCA/DO-254 hardware certification, it is possible to rely on service
experience in comparable applications if no problems have been discovered
in previous systems [26]. The problem for multi-core processors is that the
implementation has very limited service history [48].

Both RTCA/DO-178C and RTCA/DO-254 were written before multi-
core processors were used in civil aircraft, and only addresses software hosted
on single-core processors [23].

2.3.7 Mixed-Criticality Systems

Most embedded systems consist of many different functions. However, all
functions in a system are not equally critical for correct service or mis-
sion (e.g., the flight control system is more critical than the infotainment
system in a commercial airliner). A mixed-criticality system is a system

1http://www.aviation-ia.com/aeec/projects/apex/
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hosting several different aircraft functions assigned different DALs on the
same computing platform. When estimating WCETs for the functions, the
most critical ones may get a more stringent analysis than the less critical
ones.

The multi-criticality task model was proposed by Vestal [92] after show-
ing that existing scheduling theory could not address multiple criticality
requirements. Multiple WCET estimates are specified for each task, one
WCET for the criticality level the task belongs to and one for each lower
level. Higher criticality levels demand greater levels of assurance and the
WCET will therefore be more pessimistic than for the same task at a lower
criticality level. Similarly, treatment of tasks in terms of resource allocation,
and analysis of fault tolerance can be differentiated depending on the task
criticality.

2.4 Fault Management

In this thesis, we use the fundamental concepts of faults, errors, failures,
transient, intermittent, permanent and so on, in accordance with the well-
known notions of dependability [8]. In this section, we briefly discuss con-
cepts relevant for this thesis.

2.4.1 Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance is the ability of a system to continue its intended operation,
possibly at a reduced, but acceptable level, in the presence of faults [8] (so
that faults do not affect the external state of a system). The basic concepts
of fault tolerance are faults, errors and failures. A fault is the cause of an
incorrect system state, errors are manifestations of faults, and when an error
affects the external state of the system a failure has occurred.

The process of making a system fault-tolerant can be summarized in four
steps [64]: proactive fault management, error detection, fault diagnosis and
recovery. In the proactive step one tries to predict failures and also prevent
them from happening. Examples of proactive fault management are software
rejuvenation and online checks during run-time (such as memory scrubbing).
A watchdog can be used to detect timing errors, which could be a result of
implementation mistakes or bit-flips due to high-energy particles (cosmic
radiation). Both of these effects could result in the system being stuck in
an infinite loop. Other types of errors can be treated using redundancy at
different levels in the system. When an error is detected, a way to locate the
faulty component and also the type of the fault can help with the handling of
the error. Using Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) for instance can help
identify a faulty component. It is important to mitigate the fault before a
failure is triggered.
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Faults, Errors and Failures

Faults can be classified as permanent, intermittent or transient, where tran-
sient faults are random, intermittent faults are repetitive, and a permanent
fault is continuous in time. A fault can be either active, meaning it has
manifested as an error, or dormant, where it has not yet produced an error.

Faults can originate from hardware or software. Software faults are faults
(bugs) in the software, which could result from the design or implementation
phase. They are permanent in nature, but the effects of the bugs can be tran-
sient [37]. In this thesis, we refer to these kinds of bugs as transient software
faults. Other terms for software faults are Bohrbug (permanent), Mandel-
bug and Heisenbug (transient) [29,67]. The majority of software faults found
in production software are transient as most of the other bugs, those that
always fail, have hopefully been discovered in the process of design, review
and testing [29].

A fault can produce many different types of errors, which can be either
detected (i.e., an error message or an error signal exist) or latent. A system
failure occurs if an error affects the external state of the system. Whether
or not an error causes a failure depends on the structure and the behavior
of the system. The system may contain redundancy to explicitly prevent an
error from causing a failure, or the system may overwrite faulty data before
a latent error causes a failure.

System failures occur when the delivered service deviates from the in-
tended service and the duration or severity of service degradation is not
acceptable. Depending on the type of failure and the system design, the
system may either behave erratic or it may stop responding.

2.4.2 Fault Injection

To study the impact of transient faults and to determine how they should
be treated one could wait for a fault to happen, but this would be very time
consuming as transient faults are rare. Fault injection is a technique for
evaluating the dependability of systems. It can be used to inject faults into
a system with the aim of observing its dependability behavior and assessing
the fault tolerance mechanisms.

Fault injection is a practical approach for achieving confidence in that
faults cannot cause serious failures. This is done by intentionally introduc-
ing faults in the hardware on which the application runs. Fault injection can
take many forms and can be introduced in different phases of system devel-
opment. The faults are simulated using a fault model, and the selection of
fault model is an issue that influences the potential outcomes of the injection
experiments. Radiation beams is an example of a physical injection method
that can be used to inject faults in a hardware circuit and can produce
transient faults in random locations inside a hardware circuit, but it cannot
reveal aging effects. Using radiation beams is also a time-consuming and
expensive task. Alternatives have been developed, some hardware-based,
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some software-based, and some simulation-based [75].
Hardware-based fault injection includes radiation-beam testing, risking

permanent damage to the tested device and requires special hardware in-
strumentation. Software-based fault injection is cheap and is achieved by
altering the contents of CPU registers or memory while running the relevant
application software on the hardware being tested. Simulation-based fault-
injection offers complete visibility inside the device under test provided the
simulation model of the hardware is detailed enough.

Software fault injection (SFI) attempts to simulate software faults through
code changes, either at compile-time by modifying the source code or at run-
time by using a trigger and then changing data values (e.g., in memory or
registers). Mutation testing modifies existing lines of code and can be used
to simulate faults unintentionally introduced by programmers. SFI can be
used to inject code changes, data errors and interface errors. Addressing
the questions of when, where and what to inject are important to create an
efficient fault injection method.

2.5 Worst-Case Execution Time Estimation

WCET (and WCRT) estimations are essential ingredients for establishing
a predictable timing behavior in safety-critical systems, but the introduc-
tion of multi-core processors has made the estimations difficult to perform.
Having to account for failures complicates the task even further. WCET
estimation can be classified as static or measurement-based.

The static analysis methods compute the execution time of individual
code blocks using a microarchitectural model of the target platform they
will execute on. By design it will find the longest path and can thus provide
a safe (overestimated) upper bound instead of the WCET. The amount of
overestimation is dependent on the microarchitectural model, which can be
very difficult to produce for complex platforms (e.g., multi-core with multi-
threading, branch prediction, pipelining and multi-level caches).

The measurement-based analysis can provide accurate execution times as
it is running on the target platform, but since it depends on actual execution
it may be difficult to know if the WCET path has been covered and there is
always the risk that the WCET estimation is not equal to the real WCET.

Hybrid WCET estimation techniques also exist, where the application
is executed (several times) on the target hardware and execution traces are
collected. With the execution traces, together with knowledge of the code
structure, a WCET estimate can be produced. For this to function, all
statements in the application source code have to be executed during trace
collection.

A probabilistic timing analysis (PTA) [14,17] can be used to calculate
a probabilistic WCET (pWCET). The failure rates specified for different
DALs (Table 2.1) can be utilized during the pWCET calculations to find
the relevant target probability. Two variants exist, static (SPTA) and mea-
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surement based (MBPTA), as for the classical deterministic WCET estima-
tions. These pWCET estimates are derived in such a way as to provide
indications of likelihood (e.g., the estimates can be exceeded with a given
probability [17]). Instead of requiring time-deterministic behavior of the
platform, PTA is based on randomization of the timing behavior for some
hardware (e.g., caches and shared buses).

Having covered the basic concepts and terminology required for under-
standing the rest of the thesis, we now move on to describe the related works
in the next chapter.
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Related Work

Although a lot of research has been performed on multi-processor systems
(e.g., [62,87,99]), focus for the great majority of these works is through-
put and performance, not worst-case guarantees and predictability, thereby
works with a focus on performance boost are not further discussed here.

How to utilize all cores in a safety-critical system while maintaining pre-
dictability has received a lot of attention. The focus here is predictability
and timing aspects that are important in safety-critical applications. This
chapter provides a review of the related works on fault-free timing pre-
dictability forming the basis for the work in this thesis. Fault tolerance and
its impact on WCET estimations are reviewed in more detail in Chapter 4.

We roughly group the different methods into two categories, resource
management and resource monitoring. Methods in these categories are re-
viewed in Section 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.

3.1 Resource Management

To address the timing variability problems due to the shared resources dis-
cussed in Section 2.2, resource management methods divide the shared re-
source among the users (e.g., partitioning caches, only allowing a task access
during a certain phase in the execution).

3.1.1 Execution Models

Execution models attack the interferences by imposing restrictions on the
applications, to ease the analysis and to allow control of the requests to the
shared resources.

The superblock model is proposed for analyzing the worst-case response
time (WCRT) by Schranzhofer et al. [84]. Applications are divided into a
number of superblocks, where each superblock consists of an acquisition, an
execution and a replication phase. The phases have a maximal execution
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time and a maximal number of shared resource requests assigned. Three
different access models are examined: dedicated, where resource requests are
allowed only during the acquisition and replication phase; general, where re-
source requests are allowed at any time and the three phases are unused; and
hybrid, where the three phases are used, but resource requests are still al-
lowed at any time. The models are analyzed analytically for their worst-case
performance (considering blocking/no-buffered requests to shared resources)
to study schedulability and the impact on the execution time bounds. They
show that separating computations and accesses to the shared resource is
important for accurately computing the WCRT. They assume a time divi-
sion multiple access (TDMA) arbiter for handling the requests to the shared
resources. However, resource arbitration using TDMA may lead to under-
utilization and may not be the best choice when both predictability and per-
formance are important [45]. TDMA also requires special hardware support
and if no such hardware support is available, other means of management
are required.

The PRedictable Execution Model (PREM) [73] is another attempt to
overcome the problems of non-predictable COTS components. The authors
of this model also divide tasks into intervals (compatible and predictable),
similar to superblocks above, where the predictable interval is further di-
vided into a memory phase and an execution phase. During the memory
phase, shared memory requests are issued to fill the cache with the data
needed for the execution phase, which is performed without memory re-
quests and cache misses. The I/O peripherals can access main memory
during an execution phase without contention. The compatible interval is
used for executing code that is too complex for the restrictions of the pre-
dictable interval, it is also used for executing operating system calls. Two
new hardware devices are introduced, real-time bridge and peripheral sched-
uler, to make the scheduling of I/O peripherals more predictable.

The predictable interval (which is used with the same meaning as su-
perblock) is also used to derive a modeling-based WCRT analysis method
based on Timed Automata (TA) [49] and model checking is used for verifi-
cation of the temporal properties of the system. To improve the scalability
of the model checking, they also present a method that replaces parts of the
model’s abstract representations based on access request arrival curves [51].
The Uppaal toolbox [11] is used for modeling the TA.

Giannopoulou et al. [27] use the dedicated access model described above
and present a scheduling policy for a mixed-criticality multi-core system
with resource sharing without the need for special hardware support. The
policy prevents timing interference among the tasks of different criticality
levels by allowing only a statically known set of tasks with the same criti-
cality level to execute on the cores at any time. To achieve more efficient
resource utilization, static and dynamic barriers are used for synchronization
on the global level, and on the core-level a flexible time-triggered scheduling
strategy is used. This enforces timing isolation between criticality levels
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and enables composable and incremental certifiability. The cost is run-time
overhead for the clock and barrier synchronization between the cores.

An approach similar to Giannopoulou’s [27] is proposed by Anderson et
al. [5] and further extended by Mollison et al. [63] who present a two-level
hierarchical scheduling framework for mixed-criticality tasks. The top-level
schedules container tasks, which in turn contain the “normal” tasks. Each
container consists of tasks of the same criticality level and uses a given
scheduling strategy.

3.1.2 Caches

The works in Section 3.1.1 all assume each core has its own private local
memory or do not consider caches at all. However, shared caches introduce
a number of problems and are a major source of non-determinism. Ward et
al. [93], following Anderson et al., Mollison et al. and Herman et al. [5,34,63]
add cache management to make the shared cache more predictable and
reduce WCET estimates for high-criticality tasks. Page coloring is used to
ensure that pages with different colors cannot cause cache conflicts. Since
allocating the colors optimally is NP-hard in the strong sense, conflict-free
color assignments may be impossible. To mitigate this, they propose treating
the colors as shared resources to which requests must be arbitrated.

Mancuso et al. [58] address cache sharing interference by proposing a
two-stage solution. The first stage profiles the critical real-time tasks to
determine the memory request patterns, and the second stage is a deter-
ministic cache allocation strategy named “Colored Lockdown”. It combines
page coloring and cache locking. Page coloring is used to optimize the cache
usage for frequently used memory pages and lockdown is used to override
the cache replacement policy to ensure that the pages stay in the cache.

Special hardware mechanisms to reduce cache-related delays have also
been proposed. A system for explicit reservation of cache memory [95], where
the state of the cache memory is saved before a preemption and restored
before the preempted task is resumed. The cache state is restored in a single
operation before the task is resumed instead of multiple cache misses after
the task has been resumed.

As mentioned in Section 2.5, PTA [14,17] can be used to calculate
pWCETs. Instead of requiring time-deterministic behavior of the platform
as most other methods, PTA is based on randomization of the timing be-
havior for the caches.

A method calculating pWCETs without the need to partition shared
caches is presented by Slijepcevic et al. [90]. The method utilizes an addi-
tional hardware mechanism for controlling when evictions are allowed in the
cache.

Altmeyer et al. [4] investigate different SPTA approached for precision,
correctness and optimality and derive a method using the number of distinct
memory block accesses to make the analysis more accurate.
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3.1.3 Scratchpad Memory

As the number of cores in a processor increases, scaling the traditional mem-
ory hierarchy becomes a problem since caches consume a lot of power and
space on the chip. A platform architecture without caches and only a local
scratchpad memory (SPM) for each core is more power-efficient and more
scalable [56]. In a software managed multi-core system the code and data
have to be moved to the scratchpad memory from main memory using di-
rect memory access (DMA) before it can be executed. If all code and data
fit in the SPM it is trivial to handle. However, if it doesn’t fit it must be
dynamically handled and this makes dynamic code management techniques
a vital component.

Kim et al. [47] present two novel WCET-aware techniques for mapping
data and code to the SPM (previous techniques have focused on the average-
case execution time instead of WCET). They construct a variant of a control
flow graph (CFG) called inline CFG, which is used as input to the analy-
sis. They perform analysis based on integer linear programming to find an
optimal function-to-region mapping leading to the lowest WCET, but the
technique is not scalable when the number of functions grows. A heuristic
algorithm that is scalable but sub-optimal is therefore proposed.

3.1.4 Shared Memory Banks

In addition to task (CPU) scheduling, the partitioning of task data in the
shared memory is also important. A DRAM with several banks (as discussed
in Section 2.2.2) enables tasks on different cores to access the memory in par-
allel without delaying each other provided that they access different banks.
This is used by Giannopoulou et al. [28], where they propose a memory
mapping optimization, applied at design time, to minimize the timing in-
terference of tasks when accessing the memory. They also pinpoint that the
memory mapping optimization is interdependent with the task scheduling
and mapping used [27] and propose an integration of the two. An evaluation
of an industrial application shows that memory mapping optimization can
reduce the task response times.

The memory has often been regarded as a single resource (black box)
and a constant time used for the access times, but the DRAM can be in
one of several states affecting the time required to perform the access. PAL-
LOC [102] is a DRAM bank-aware memory allocator, which is used to par-
tition the memory banks found in DRAMs. It allows system designers to
assign DRAM banks to cores, thus providing private banks to applications
running on different cores. This way the inter-core interference is reduced.
This will also eliminate any row collisions, where two cores request different
rows in the same bank. Row collisions are more expensive than row hits as
the currently open row has to be closed.

Wu et al. [97] and Kim et al. [46] both model the memory system more
realistically than as a single resource. The memory controller has one re-
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quest queue for each DRAM bank. Wu et al. only consider private DRAM
banks for each core. Kim et al. who also include shared banks relax this
limitation. Yun et al. [103] study interference arising in COTS platforms
that can generate multiple outstanding memory requests and evaluate their
approach on a simulation platform.

3.1.5 Memory Controller

There are also efforts to develop new memory controller hardware better
suited for hard real-time systems. Several aspects of the controller can
affect the access latency.

The analyzable memory controller (AMC) [70] uses round-robin to ar-
bitrate between hard real-time tasks (HRTs), prioritizes the HRTs over the
non-HRTs, uses one request queue per task and a close-page policy to derive
an upper bound delay for memory requests. This upper bound delay can
then be considered in the WCET analysis.

Instead of viewing the DRAM device as a single resource that is shared
among all clients, Reineke et al. [77] propose a DRAM controller that views
the DRAM device as several resources to be shared among clients individu-
ally. They interleave accesses to blocks in a time-triggered way to eliminate
contention for the shared resources within the device.

A work-conserving time-division multiplexing (TDM) arbiter together
with dynamic command scheduling is used in a memory controller presented
by Li et al. [53] to provide tight bounds on the WCRT for real-time tasks,
while also providing low average response time to non-real-time tasks. This
memory controller is modeled using timed automata and analyzed using
model checking to derive WCRT and worst-case bandwidth bounds for the
memory controller [54].

There are many different memory arbiters that can be used in a system
and many existing methods are tightly coupled to the arbitration policy.
Dasari et al. [19] propose a general framework that considers this diversity
to help system designers. The analysis is divided into an arbiter dependent
step followed by an arbiter independent step.

DRAM modules utilizing multiple ranks is a flexible option for mixed
critical workloads, but the rank switching time is becoming an issue for
modern DRAM modules and Ecco et al. [22] present a DRAM memory
controller minimizing the rank switching activity.

The approaches in this section all contain new hardware components.
These can of course be used in the future if they make it into commer-
cially available hardware platforms. In this thesis, we only consider readily
available COTS hardware platforms.
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3.2 Resource Monitoring

Another approach to the timing variability problems is resource monitoring,
where the resource usage is monitored and requests can be restricted if a
given limit is exceeded.

Resource monitoring can be used in two different ways: it can be used
during development in order to estimate the parameters needed for WCRT
estimation or interference bounding analysis. An example in our context is
the work by Dasari et al. [18], where the number of bus accesses per task is
measured and then used to perform schedulability tests. Monitoring can also
be used at run-time to starve a task that demands more than the predefined
share of resources during well-defined periods. We will refer to the latter as
run-time monitoring.

For single-core systems based on ARINC 653 [1] the requests to shared
resources (basically only the CPU) are monitored by the RTOS ensuring
that the statically defined partition execution schedule is followed. One
approach to avoid the shared resource interference while still using multiple
cores [26] utilizes an ARINC 653 compliant partitioning model. A safety-
critical partition executes on its own core, while the other cores are idle.
When no critical application is running, several partitions may utilize the
available cores. This eliminates shared resource interference on the critical
applications, but it is also quite expensive since many cores may be unused
in several partition windows.

In addition to considering only the CPU, the memory requests can also
be monitored. This can be implemented using performance monitor coun-
ters found in most CPUs to track the consumed memory bandwidth and a
scheduler (i.e., a run-time monitor) could use the performance monitor coun-
ters to prevent contention and to spread the memory requests [39], thereby
improving predictability.

A mix of the two monitoring approaches is found in the work by Yun
et al. [104] who use performance counters to get information on memory
requests to separate real-time and non-real-time tasks. They concentrate the
critical tasks to one core (the critical core) and the other cores (interfering
cores) contain the non-critical tasks. Run-time monitoring is used to throttle
the memory requests issued by the interfering cores if more memory requests
than allotted are issued. The focus of the work is to schedule the critical
tasks while the impact on the non-critical tasks is minimized.

In another work by Yun et al. [101], the concept of a memory-performance
critical section is introduced, where a task uses an API to indicate that it
requires a high memory bandwidth and the OS regulates the other cores.
This is designed to protect soft real-time applications and can result in heavy
penalties on co-running applications.

Reserving one core for critical tasks may result in under-utilization if the
critical tasks do not execute very often. Also, the approach is not suitable
if there are more than one critical application. A more general approach
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is proposed by Inam et al. [38], where a concept of multi-resource servers
(MRSs) [10,40] is presented. The server maintains two different budgets;
one for the CPU usage and one for the number of memory requests, but the
memory throttling is proposed per server instead of per core, and several
servers can execute on each core. They show that the MRS can limit the
interference between applications running on different cores, but also that
cache pollution affects timing properties of tasks. Thus, MRS should be
complemented with for instance cache management.

Nowotsch et al. [69] propose a very similar approach for integrating tem-
poral partitioning and WCET analysis. Their proposed approach extends
the existing single-core techniques with determining the maximum number
of shared resource requests per shared resource. Based on these estimates
they introduce a new phase, the interference-delay analysis, to account for
the additional interference caused by shared resources. The temporal parti-
tioning is split into a monitoring and a suspension task where the monitoring
task uses performance counters to track the resource usage of each process,
and the suspension task is invoked once a process exhausts its (preallocated)
capacity.

Other similar approaches are presented by Fernandez et al. [24], who in-
troduce resource usage signatures and templates to abstract the contention
caused and experienced by tasks on different cores. These signatures and
templates are used to determine an execution time bound instead of the
actual tasks; and by Yun et al. [105], who propose MemGuard, a mem-
ory bandwidth reservation system that provides bandwidth reservation for
temporal isolation and a reclamation component.

Biondi et al. [12] present a framework for component-based design in
multi-processor real-time systems under partitioned scheduling. They map
components to virtual processors implemented through a reservation server,
named M-BROE. During integration, the virtual processors are assigned to
physical processors. The framework enables resource sharing among inde-
pendently developed real-time applications. The resource access protocol
makes use of FIFO non-preemptive spinlocks to ensure mutual exclusion
among the processors.

The Single Core Equivalence (SCE) framework [59,85] combines several
of the previously discussed approaches and consists of three parts: Colored
Lockdown [58] for managing the shared cache; MemGuard [105] for moni-
toring and limiting the number of DRAM requests; and PALLOC [102] for
DRAM bank partitioning. Starting from single-core WCET estimations,
they add interference bounds resulting from shared resource usage on a
multi-core platform to minimize the effects from other cores.

Having presented related works addressing the predictability and tim-
ing aspects, we will continue to review the research area of fault tolerance
combined with timing predictability on multi-core.
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Chapter 4

The Impacts of Faults on
Timing

In this chapter, we review the state of research addressing the joint study
of timing predictability and fault tolerance in the multi-core setting. The
elementary fault classes of interest are dimension (hardware, software) and
persistence (transient, permanent) [8]. We analyze proposed fault tolerance
methods targeting these fault classes and whether their impact on WCET
analysis is addressed. We also assess the applicability of the surveyed meth-
ods to safety-critical avionics systems on multi-core platforms.

4.1 Impact of Faults on WCET

Our survey is motivated by the requirement to handle both predictability
and fault tolerance in avionics systems and the fact that aircraft is more
exposed to cosmic radiation at cruising altitude. We know from previous
chapters that predictability (WCET/WCRT) is affected by the introduc-
tion of multi-core processors and the same may be true for fault tolerance
methods. Existing fault tolerance methods may incur a lot of inter-core
interference that does not have to be considered on single-core processors.

Specifically, we seek answers to the following questions in a multi-core
context:

1. Can we bound WCET estimates in presence of fault tolerance?

2. Can we validate fault tolerance and timeliness claims using fault in-
jection?

3. What fault tolerance methods can be implemented with current COTS
processors?

Reviewing the existing research in the area creates a base for understand-
ing what are the building blocks from both perspectives (timing and fault
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tolerance), and for making informed architectural decisions when allocating
applications to nodes, partitions, cores, as well as affecting other resource
boundaries (e.g., communication buses).

Others have surveyed related research areas previously. Mushtaq et
al. [64] survey fault tolerance techniques for shared memory multi-core sys-
tems, which is similar to our work. However, they do not include the effects
fault tolerance techniques have on WCET estimations. Natella et al. [68]
have performed a survey of software fault injection (SFI) for systems ex-
ecuting on single-core processors. Their survey does not cover multi-core
platforms nor the applicability of fault injection to verify WCET estimation
claims, which we aim to investigate.

4.2 Hardware Error Detection and Correction

Depending on the system, there are different ways to handle the fault (or
error). One way is to shut down the system until the fault can be repaired,
but for some systems this is not an option. In such cases triple modular re-
dundancy (TMR) can be used to handle faulty components if the probability
for all three redundant components failing at the same time is considered
low. Other solutions use a checkpoint and repair methodology, which peri-
odically saves the execution state (creating a checkpoint) and when a fault is
detected the execution is rolled back to the checkpoint. Fault masking is also
a way of recovering from faults. TMR is an example of fault masking that
uses three redundant components and majority voting to mask deviating
data.

4.2.1 Faults in Cache

Caches occupy a large area of the processor chip and are vulnerable to
soft errors. Therefore, to mitigate soft errors the caches are equipped with
error detecting (and sometimes also error correcting) codes. The simplest
detection type is parity where (typically) one extra bit is used per byte to
indicate whether the number of 1-bits in the byte is even or odd. This can
later be used to detect an error. An error-correction code (ECC) is required
to correct errors and a common error correcting code is the single-error
correction and double-error detection (SECDED) Hamming code [75].

Parity on Tags and Data

Using only parity may be enough for write-through data caches and instruc-
tion caches as no modified data exist. Upon detection of a parity error the
processor may automatically invalidate the corresponding cache line and
the data (or instructions) will be fetched again from the next level in the
memory hierarchy, which could be the memory and thus result in additional
memory requests. The processor could also generate an exception to be
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handled by the system software. Either way, the fault mitigation will affect
the execution time of the task and has to be considered.

Parity on Tags and ECC on Data

ECC on data will ensure that no modified data is corrupted by a single-bit
transient fault. Parity errors will result in cache line invalidation. If the
number of ECC single-bit errors exceed a definable threshold, this could
be an indication of many latent parity errors and the address tags in the
cache should be invalidated in order to reduce the probability of multi-bit
tag errors. This preemptive error detection will also lead to invalidation of
cache lines, which could result in additional memory requests and do affect
inter-core interference and WCET/WCRT.

ECC on Tags and Data

For caches with ECC on both tags and data, no additional fault mitigation
overhead exists. There are hardware implementations of ECC for caches that
entail only a constant overhead for error detection and correction regardless
of whether a fault is found or not. The fault-free operation will suffer some
additional latency (in the order of one cycle).

4.2.2 Faults in DRAM

As DRAM contains data that is modified, only error detection and correction
methods are of value and ECC is often used. A constant overhead for error
detection and correction can be expected here in the same way as for ECC
on cache tags and data.

One detail that may have to be considered is that the corrected data
may only be delivered to the core and not written back to the memory. If
this is the case, additional care has to be taken to determine if the period
of time until a new value is written to the same memory location is accept-
able compared to the risk of another single-bit error in the same data word
(resulting in a multi-bit error that is not recoverable).

4.2.3 Faults in General-Purpose Registers

The general-purpose registers (plus many special purpose registers, configu-
ration registers and other control logic) are not protected by parity or other
similar means, and the amount of chip area used by such logic is increasing
with the complexity of the chips [52]. These faults have to be mitigated
using means such as instruction duplication [52] or task re-execution (see
discussions in Section 4.3).
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4.3 Fault Tolerance

In this section, we aim to investigate Question 1, that is WCET bounds in
presence of faults tolerance. The question can be viewed from two different
perspectives: (a) Fault tolerance methods can consider WCET aspects; and
(b) Timing analysis methods can be fault aware. We treat each perspec-
tive separately. In Section 4.3.1 we consider (a) and (b) is considered in
Section 4.3.2.

To validate claims about fault tolerance, fault injection methods are
used, but the injection method is not a contribution of the papers in this
section. Fault injection (related to Question 2) is surveyed in Section 4.4.

4.3.1 Fault Tolerance Methods

Here we look at fault tolerance methods considering multi-core systems in
presence of transient and/or permanent hardware faults. Some also consider
software faults.

Multi-core platforms can be used to enhance fault tolerance where re-
dundant processes can execute on different cores. Shye et al. [86] present
a software-centric paradigm in transient fault tolerance on multi-core plat-
forms. They use several cores to deploy redundant processes of the original
(single-threaded) application process and then compare the results to detect
transient faults. One master process is replicated several times to create the
redundant slave processes (replicas). Since all processes execute the same
instructions, care must be taken to ensure that any system state that is
modified is only modified once as if the original process is executing by it-
self (preserving the semantics of the master process). This has been solved
by a system call emulation unit that is inserted (using the LD PRELOAD
feature of Linux) between the process and the operating system. The emu-
lation unit intercepts the application start (to create redundant processes as
well as the original process) and the system calls, and ensures that system
calls that return non-deterministic data (such as time of day) will be han-
dled in a way that all replicas see the same value. This method works well
on systems where throughput is not the primary goal. To be able to both
detect and recover from transient faults, at least three redundant processes
(the original process and two replicas) are needed.

Shye et al. [86] only cover single-threaded applications. Multi-threaded
applications are addressed by Mushtaq et al. [65] by introducing a record-
and-replay approach to make multi-threaded shared memory requests de-
terministic in addition to the use of redundant processes. The order of
all shared memory requests performed by the original process is recorded
and later replayed by the replicas. Recovery is handled by checkpointing
and rollback. This method requires communication between the original
process and the replicas, and the memory used for the communication can
also become corrupted, which makes it less reliable. Therefore, Mushtaq
et al. extend their work and introduce deterministic multi-threading [66]
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instead of record/replay. The definition of deterministic multi-threading is
that given the same input, the threads of a multi-threaded process always
have the same lock interleaving. To ensure that the locks are acquired in
the same order, they introduce logical clocks that are inserted at compile-
time. When a thread is trying to acquire a lock, it is only allowed to do so
if its logical clock has the minimal value. A number of optimizations are
introduced to the logical clock handling to reduce the overhead. The fault
tolerance method adds an average overhead of 49 percent to the execution
time in absence of faults.

The fault tolerance methods discussed so far use homogeneous multi-
cores with identical cores. Meisner and Platzner [61] investigate using a
hybrid multi-core, which combines “normal” cores with cores that are im-
plemented in a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). They propose a
dynamic redundancy technique, named thread shadowing, which duplicates
(shadows) a software or hardware thread during a time period. One advan-
tage of using hybrid multi-cores is that a software thread can shadow a hard-
ware thread or the other way around (which is called trans-modal). Hard-
ware threads are often much faster than software threads and this can be
utilized in a trans-modal round-robin shadowing (i.e., one hardware thread
shadows a number of software threads for a time period one at a time).
This requires only one extra core, but does not provide a continuous error
detection. It is also possible to increase the number of cores to shadow each
thread and provide a more comprehensive error detection, which is more
suitable for transient faults. The former configuration can be used to detect
permanent hardware faults.

Thread duplication and majority voting is suitable for masking transient
faults, but it is more difficult to detect permanent faults. The question is
also what to do when identifying a permanent fault. Peshave et al. [74] use
a reconfigurable Chip Multi-Core Processor (CMP) to provide redundancy
in order to improve reliability. They mask transient faults and tolerate
core-level permanent faults. The framework consists of a TMR system that
uses dual-core CMPs, where one of the cores is deactivated and used as a
redundant core in case of faults in the running one. Each of the three CMPs
execute a copy of the application and the output from each is used in a voting
procedure to produce the final result. The voter is included in a separate
hardware block that monitors the system and can for instance switch to the
redundant core on any CMP if a permanent fault is detected. This system is
compared to a standard TMR system using single-core processors and they
conclude that the dual-core system can tolerate more core-level permanent
and transient faults than the single-core based system.

Even though the semiconductor technology evolution resulting in smaller
and smaller transistors increases the sensitivity to both permanent and tran-
sient faults, the fault-free operation is still the common case. Hari et al. [33]
focus therefore on light-weight detection mechanisms, while the relative rare
operation of fault diagnosis requires more capacity and is expensive. They
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develop a diagnosis algorithm for multi-threaded applications on multi-core
systems. The algorithm is based on repeated rollback/replay and can deter-
ministically replay execution from a previous checkpoint for a multi-threaded
application, which is a requirement for a proper diagnosis. Several replays
may be necessary to distinguish between software bugs, transient and per-
manent hardware faults and to identify the faulty core in case of a permanent
fault.

The majority of transient faults will be spatial multi-bit faults as the
technology scaling continues towards smaller and smaller feature sizes [60].
A spatial multi-bit fault is a single-event upset (SEU) affecting more than
one bit. If the affected bits belong to the same protection domain, the
common single-error correction and double-error detection (SECDED) error
correction code cannot be used for correction as it only corrects single-bit
faults. Therefore, Manoochehri and Dubois [60] develop a formal model
(PARMA+) to benchmark failure rates of caches with spatial multi-bit faults
and different protection schemas. They focus on the cache because the
caches occupy a large area on the processor chip and are vulnerable to soft
errors, which will affect reliability. PARMA+ estimates the cache failures in
time (FIT) rate. The FIT rate of a device is the number of failures that can
be expected in one billion (109) device-hours of operation (e.g., 1000 devices
for 1 million hours, or 1 million devices for 1000 hours each, or some other
combination). A component having a failure rate of 1 FIT is then equivalent
to having a mean time between failures (MTBF) of 1 billion hours. Most
components have failure rates measured in hundreds or thousands of FITs.
This is not really a fault tolerance method, but the model can help chip
designers to configure reliability enhancing protection schemes in a more
optimal way, resulting in more reliable components.

The fault tolerance mechanisms described so far are all designed to han-
dle random sporadic faults (and permanent faults in caches), but faults can
also be used to attack a system. In this case, the faults are injected by an
adversary in a well-planned manner. Hence, the fault-tolerant mechanisms
discussed so far are not enough for fault-based attack resistance. Yuce et
al. [100] propose FAME (Fault-attack Aware Microprocessor Extensions), a
hardware-based fault detection that is continuously monitoring the system
and a software-based fault response mechanism (software trap handler) that
is invoked when a fault is detected. A fault control unit (FCU) collects infor-
mation to ensure that a recovery is possible from the software trap handler.
The FCU also flushes the processor pipeline and disables write operations
to the memory and registers to ensure that no faulty results are committed
to the processor state and the software trap handler is restarted if the Fault
Detection Unit (FDU) detects a fault during execution of the trap handler.
This ensures the completion of the trap handler before resuming normal
execution.
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4.3.2 Fault-Aware Timing Analysis

The fault tolerance methods presented in the previous section do not con-
sider the impact they have on the execution time and perform no timing
analyses. The focus is on delivering the correct function and none of the
methods can be used (without alterations) to answer Question 1. Many
embedded systems will have strict requirements on the WCET of different
functions, hence fault tolerance cannot ignore this impact on WCET and
schedulability. These systems are also often safety-critical and contain func-
tions of mixed criticalities. We proceed to review fault-aware timing analysis
methods.

The fault-tolerant mixed-criticality (FTMC) scheduling algorithm for
single-core systems proposed by Pathan [71] includes a fault tolerance per-
spective by using execution of backup tasks if faults are detected. Each task
(both original and backup) has different WCETs on the different criticality
levels (in this case LO, HI). The frequency of faults during a fixed time
period is also considered for LO and HI criticality modes. The system will
switch from LO to HI mode when either a task exceeds its LO-criticality
WCET or the number of errors exceeds its threshold. Once the system has
switched to HI-criticality mode all LO-criticality tasks are dropped. If any
task errors are detected, a backup is executed and this could be re-execution
of the original task (to handle transient hardware-faults) or execution of a
diverse implementation (to handle potential software bugs). The error de-
tection mechanism is assumed to be present in the platform already.

A similar method is proposed by Huang et al. [36] for handling transient
hardware-faults, but instead of dropping less critical tasks when switching to
HI-criticality mode the service can be degraded (e.g., by changing the inter-
arrival time of these tasks). Safety requirements are introduced for each
criticality level based on the probability-of-failure-per-hour metric (such as
those in Table 2.1) and a re-execution profile is defined for each task to
ensure it meets the safety requirement. For the HI-criticality tasks a killing
profile is defined specifying the number of re-executions that are allowed
before LO-criticality tasks are dropped. The impact of task re-execution,
task dropping and service degradation are thus bounded.

The above methods present scheduling algorithms that consider fault
tolerance and WCET in a single-core setting. Kang et al. [44] apply the
concepts of mixed-criticality and reliability to a multi-processor system-on-
chip (MPSoC) using the standard model with two criticality levels (normal
and critical state). Tasks are mapped to processing elements (PEs) and
then locally scheduled. Re-execution and replication is used for reliability
and droppable tasks are dropped when switching to the critical state. The
dropped tasks are allowed to execute again at the new hyperperiod once the
system is switched back to normal mode. So, in this case the critical state is
just a temporary state to cope with the faults without risking non-droppable
tasks missing their deadline. The focus here is on bounding the worst-case
response time (WCRT) by using static mapping and optimizations.
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By integrating fault tolerance in the methods above, the transition to the
critical state is performed for both detected faults and deadline misses even
though different handling of the two may be more suitable. To overcome
this and to improve the quality of service for the LO-criticality tasks, a
four-mode model is proposed by Al-bayati et al. [3]. In addition to the
standard two modes (LO, HI) the transient fault (TF) and the overrun
(OV) modes are introduced. The TF mode will be transitioned to when
a transient fault is detected and task re-execution is needed, and the OV
is transitioned to when a task misses its deadline. The HI mode is used
to cover the cases where both overrun and a transient fault are detected.
LO-criticality tasks are dropped when the system enters OV or TF. Similar
to Huang et al. [36] not all LO-criticality tasks are dropped, but they try
to maximize the number of LO-criticality tasks that can run in each mode
without affecting the schedulability of the HI-criticality tasks.

Pathan also presents a global scheduling algorithm (FTM) for real-time
sporadic tasks on multi-core platforms [72], but with no focus on mixed-
criticality (this is left as future work). The algorithm considers a combina-
tion of active and passive redundancy, where active backups are executed in
parallel on a different core from the primary task and passive backups are
executed in sequence. Both permanent and transient hardware faults are
considered. The application-level model considers errors to be detectable
in both the primary task and in the backups. The stochastic behavior of
the actual fault model is inserted later, which results in a probabilistic anal-
ysis capable of assessing an application’s ability to tolerate faults during
run-time. A heuristic to help the designers configure the number of active
backups is also presented.

WCET estimation is a difficult task and most of the WCET analysis
methods assume a fault-free execution, but this may no longer be an accept-
able assumption as mentioned before. As a result, the probability of failures
increases for circuits and assuming that components are fault-free may lead
to an underestimation of WCET. Höfig [35] propose a static probabilistic
timing analysis (SPTA) approach considering faulty sensors. The Failure-
Dependent Timing Analysis (FDTA) is based on tools such as Enterprise
Architect (EA), Simulink and aiT. Simulink is used to model the system
and the model is imported into EA where a safety analysis is performed
to generate a fault tree. The failure modes resulting from this analysis is
used to generate a new Simulink model for each mode in which a specific
fault has been inserted. Code is generated and compiled for each of the
fault-injected models and aiT is used to statically estimate the WCET. A
probability is calculated for each of the resulting WCET estimates providing
a probabilistic guarantee that the deadline miss ratio of a task is below a
given threshold.

With the shrinking sizes of components, the number of permanent faults
increases and caches taking up a large area in the processor will be a
non-negligible source of performance degradation. Slijepcevic et al. [88]
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present a measurement-based probabilistic timing analysis (MBPTA) ap-
proach for faulty caches. The method requires a hardware platform that
is compliant with a probabilistic timing analysis (e.g., caches with random
(re)placement). It also requires a mechanism to disable a cache line once a
permanent fault is detected in that line. Execution times are measured on
hardware with maximum degradation. Therefore, they introduce Degraded
Test Mode (DTM) that allows a number of cache lines to be disabled. Using
DTM, it is possible to get measurements for a faulty cache on a fault-free
processor so that pWCET estimates are safe. Slijepcevic et al. [89] continue
by also handling transient faults and the timing impact of error detection,
correction, diagnosis and reconfiguration. A lot of requirements are placed
on the hardware, but they claim the result is a tight pWCET.

Chen et al. [16] perform static probabilistic timing analysis (SPTA) on in-
struction caches with random replacement on single-cores considering both
permanent and transient hardware faults. Memory traces for single-path
programs are used as input and the probability of exceeding a certain ex-
ecution time is computed using state space techniques based on a non-
homogeneous Markov chain model. The result of the Markov model is a
timing analysis taking all cache states into account. However, the num-
ber of states grows polynomially with high exponent values as more and
more memory addresses are requested. To overcome this, they introduce a
method that limits the number of states by using a lower number of memory
addresses for the states.

The method used by Hardy and Puaut [31] is quite similar to what Sli-
jepcevic et al. [88] present, but not as many requirements are posed on
the hardware. Hardy and Puaut [31] present an SPTA-based approach for
instruction caches with least recently used (LRU) replacement. They per-
form a low-level static analysis of the cache using abstract interpretation
and a high-level WCET analysis using an integer linear programming (ILP)
technique (Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET)). Cache sets are
independent, which means it is not necessary to explore all faulty cache con-
figurations to obtain the penalty probability distribution, but rather com-
pute the convolution of the set’s probability distributions. They compute
fault-free WCET and then derive an upper bound of the time penalties
caused by fault-induced misses. The evaluation performed shows that for a
given probability of a static random-access memory (SRAM) cell failure the
pWCET estimates are significantly larger than the fault-free WCETs.

Hardy et al. [32] introduce two hardware based mitigation mechanisms,
Reliable Way (RW) and Shared Reliable Buffer (SRB). RW introduces a
permanent fault resilient way for each cache set to capture the spatial locality
of memory requests, which otherwise would be missed as all those requests
would end up in an entirely faulty cache set. RW ensures that the cache
performance is not worse than a direct-mapped cache with a size equal to
the number of sets. SRB is also introduced to mitigate the increase in cache
misses when a whole set is faulty, but at a lower hardware cost. The price
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for the lower cost is a performance that may be worse than RW when there
are faults. The WCET estimation is adapted to using RW or SRB and
their experimental evaluation shows a gain in pWCET of 48 percent and 40
percent for RW and SRB respectively, compared to their previous work [31].

4.4 Fault Injection

To verify fault tolerance mechanisms such as those reviewed in Section 4.3,
one can use automated fault-injection tools to speed up the otherwise of-
ten time-consuming verification and validation. Most fault-injection tools
focus on a particular type of fault (hardware or software fault) and on a
particular component such as cache or memory, which occupy large parts
of the chip area and are thereby extra vulnerable to faults. To complement
the survey on software fault injection for single-core platforms by Natella et
al. [68], we select representative papers addressing fault injection on multi-
core platforms. We are not only interested in verifying the fault tolerance
mechanism, but also timeliness (Question 2).

4.4.1 Hardware Fault Injection

Most modern processors include capabilities for detecting and reporting er-
rors in most processor units. Lanzaro et al. [50] use this mechanism in Core
i7 from Intel to emulate machine check errors (e.g., cache, memory controller
and interconnection errors) by writing to registers associated with the error-
reporting capability. This is an easy and lightweight fault injection method,
but requires support for writing to these error-reporting registers.

Wulf et al. [98] present a software-based fault-injection tool, SPFI-TILE,
which emulates single-bit hardware faults in registers or memory on the
many-core TILE64 using a debugger (GDB). They also present a data
cache fault-injection extension called Smooth Cache Injection Per Skipping
(SCIPS), which distributes fault-injection probabilities evenly over all cache
locations. As the cache is not directly accessible from software, they emu-
late faulty cache data by using the debugger to halt the selected tile (core)
at a fault-injection point, step to the next load instruction, inject a fault
in the correct memory address, and then continue the execution to let the
load instruction finish with the faulty data. SCIPS is used to balance the
fault-injection probabilities by randomly skipping several load instructions
instead of injecting into the first load instruction after the location where
the debugger halts the processor.

By using the fork() and ptrace() system calls and operating system sig-
nals (e.g., SIGSTOP and SIGCONT) Vargas et al. [91] develop a fault-
injection tool that is hardware-independent (but not operating system-inde-
pendent) and can inject faults into general purpose registers, some selected
special purpose registers and in memory regions. The parent process (after
the fork() call) is used as the fault injector and the child process executes the
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application under analysis. This is actually similar to what GDB does under
the hood (used by Wulf et al. [98]). Multi-threaded (pthreads or OpenMP)
applications are supported as the fault injector queries the operating system
for the number of threads in the child process and their IDs.

Software-based fault injection is easy to use and portable, but cannot
be used to inject faults into parts that are not accessible from software. A
full-system simulator can expose the internal state of the processor, which
simplifies fault injection and no modifications to the device under test is
required. Carlisle et al. [13] use the Simics full-system simulator to de-
velop DrSEUs (Dynamic robust Single-Event Upset simulator), which is
used to simulate single-event upsets (SEU) and single-event functional in-
terrupts (SEFI). They use the checkpointing capability of Simics to inject
bit-flips into any of the components in the processor (e.g., general-purpose
registers, program counter, Ethernet controller registers and translation-
lookaside buffer entries). Caches and main memory are not targeted by
DrSEUs. The modified checkpoints can be loaded in Simics and the simu-
lation can continue with faults injected. Checkpoints taken after the fault-
injection can be compared to the fault-free checkpoints (gold checkpoints)
created before the injection campaign starts.

Another simulation-based fault-injection framework called OVPSim-FIM
is presented by Rosa et al. [78]. It also uses the concept of golden execution
and checkpoints (like DrSEUs [13]), which are created by executing the
application on the original OVPSim. Faults (single bit-flips) are injected
at a random time, in a random component (registers or memory) and then
the simulation continues. Checkpoints can be used to reduce the amount of
re-executed code and speed up the simulation.

4.4.2 Software Fault Injection

SFI is often used to validate fault tolerance mechanisms in systems. Natella
and Cotroneo [67] investigate whether SFI really does emulate mandelbugs
(transient software faults) to a satisfactory degree. They perform a case
study and analyze the SFI tool G-SWFIT, finding that the injected faults
do not represent mandelbugs that well. This is because the injected faults
are activated early in the execution phase and all process replicas are affected
in a deterministic way.

Natella et al. [68] have also performed a thorough survey of software fault
injection (SFI) for systems executing on single-core processors. They analyze
a number of methods and tools and discuss several important aspects of SFI,
such as how well the injected faults represent real faults, how efficiently the
experiments can be performed and how usable the methods and tools are.
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4.5 Discussion

In our pursuit of answers to Question 1 and 2 we have reviewed several
state-of-the-art methods for dealing with fault tolerance in presence (or fault
injection) of hardware faults, and in some cases software faults. In this
section, we compare and evaluate these methods with regard to our posed
questions.

Table 4.1 summarizes the surveyed papers and their respective focuses.
Column two clarifies whether the method has a pronounced focus on critical
systems (e.g., avionic, automotive, space, train or medical systems) as these
may be a better starting point. We assume the generic application domain
does not have any strict timing requirements (i.e., the main goal is perform-
ing the computations correctly). In the third column, the main focus of the
paper is presented, whether the method is applicable for designing or veri-
fying (validating) a system. The fourth column specifies the type of faults
that are considered and in the last column we indicate whether any impact
on timing analysis is considered.

The following aspects will be considered for the evaluation.

Portability to hard real-time systems We look at the facilities used
from the underlying hardware and operating system and how (if)
they can be ported to a constrained environment (RTOS and design
paradigms). As an example, safety-critical systems rarely allow dy-
namic memory allocation. (Question 3)

Inter-core interference When running mixed-criticality systems the tem-
poral partitioning is fundamental. No function should be able to affect
the execution of another. In a multi-core platform with shared re-
sources multiple cores can access the same shared resource in parallel,
which could affect the execution time of the applications on the cores.
(Question 1 and 2)

WCET Safety-critical systems have to perform the intended function in a
timely fashion even under faulty conditions so fault tolerance should
consider WCET impacts (or WCET estimates should consider faults).
(Question 1 and 2)

We start by looking at the execution environment for the methods and
whether they depend on specific features of either the hardware or the op-
erating system the applications execute on.

Several of the proposed fault tolerance methods are implemented on
Linux and rely on its features to alter the running process by preloading
(LD PRELOAD) dynamic shared libraries to extend system call functional-
ity and override other shared library functions. Another example is fork(),
which is used to dynamically create an identical copy of a process [65,66].
Process-level redundancy (PLR) as proposed by Shye et al. [86] uses Intel
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Pin for dynamic code patching on Linux. The methods are easily imple-
mented using the support of the OS, but may be hard to port to an RTOS
designed for safety-critical systems, where dynamic features are often disal-
lowed. Linux is recognized as not being suitable for RTCA/DO-178C [81]
DAL C and higher in safety-critical avionics systems, where the OS needs
to be certified to the same DAL as the most critical application running in
the system.

Simulators are often used to demonstrate the fault tolerance methods [16,
33,88,89] because the existing COTS platforms do not support the controlla-
bility or observability required for the method to work. For some methods,
where the required hardware support does not exist, additional hardware
modifications are required for the method to implementable. This makes
it very difficult to deploy the methods in a real-world system as it may be
hard to get the chip manufacturers to implement the needed features into
their processors unless there is a big demand for these features. At least
the avionic industry is quite small compared to the consumer market with
general-purpose computers, mobile phones and tablets. The methods using
additional hardware outside of the system-on-chip (SoC) have bigger poten-
tial of actually making it to the industry. FPGA implementations together
with existing COTS components may be a way forward.

The most common surveyed method for detecting and recovering from
faults is process redundancy or re-execution [44,61,64–66,86]. Redundancy
is particularly relevant when it comes to multi-core platforms, since plenty of
resources exist for execution. However, re-execution can be problematic on
multi-cores due to inter-core interference when accessing shared resources,
which will lead to a variability of the request time as the cores contend for
the shared resource.

WCET estimation for a task in a multi-core system is increasingly diffi-
cult due to the dependence of what is executing on the other cores. Methods
(e.g., by us as presented in Chapter 6 and in works discussed in Chapter 3)
have been proposed that will allow WCET to be estimated for each task in
isolation and then determining the maximum interference the task can be
subjected to. In the integration phase where all tasks on all cores are brought
together the final WCET (or WCRT) can be determined and schedulability
tests can be performed. The works considering schedulability [3,36,44,71,72]
all assume that WCET estimates have been derived and are ready to be used.
The response times estimated in these works have to be interference-aware
as the fault tolerance method used is re-execution of a task, which may
introduce additional memory requests that interfere with or are interfered
with by tasks on other cores resulting in a variability of WCRT.

Most of the works focus on functional fault tolerance with no regard to
execution (or response) time. The fault tolerance methods surveyed will
result in additional execution time and memory requests, which could lead
to unwanted (and unaccounted for) interference between tasks on different
cores. Delays for memory requests are modeled with a constant value in the
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works considering WCET estimates [16,31,32,35,88,89], which is not accu-
rate considering the inter-core interference and the resulting timing variabil-
ity for memory requests on a shared-memory multi-core system.

The methodology we present in Chapter 6 does consider this timing
variability of shared memory requests. To ensure an upper bound on the
interference processes may experience, the memory requests issued from
processes are monitored and the process is suspended when the per-process
allotted number of requests is exceeded. However, we also assume a fault-
free execution and leave the fault tolerance aspect as future work.

Related to the inter-core interference is the recovery method used for
some caches, where the cache line in a write-through cache is automatically
invalidated when a fault is detected. This also applies to instruction caches
as no modified data exist. This may result in additional memory requests
and thus increase the inter-core interference. This has not been considered in
any work. Chen et al. [16] identify that faults in the instruction cache result
in new memory requests to fetch the instructions again, but as the method
is developed for a single-core processor the application to multi-cores is not
well-understood.

Triple Modular Redundancy has no effect on WCET as the three units
are executing independently and the voter logic has a well-defined delay,
but it is expensive in terms of hardware as complete hardware components
have to be tripled. For some systems, this may still be the only viable
option. Using redundant processes on the other hand does affect the WCET
since the processes will execute concurrently and will access the same shared
resources as mentioned before. Memory-intensive applications suffer from
more overhead than CPU-intensive applications due to the larger cache miss
rate and the subsequent larger number of memory requests [86].

No fault tolerance method targets all features (e.g., register, cache, in-
terconnect) of a processor. When determining, which features to protect,
the safety assessment process has to estimate the probabilities of faults and
compare them to the probabilistic safety guarantees required by the critical-
ity level (DAL in RTCA/DO-178C) of the software. The interconnect that
is present in many multi-core platforms is often part of the manufacturer’s
intellectual property and details are seldom disclosed, making it difficult to
assess its fault tolerance capabilities.

The use of probabilistic methods [16,31,32,35,88,89] does sound inter-
esting and is worth a more in-depth study in the domain of safety-critical
avionics systems. The hardware requirement with random caches and buses
may be an obstacle. The avionic industry is currently focused on platforms
with PowerPC processors and as far as we know they do not support this.
If the gain is big enough a change of processor family may be possible, but
the avionic industry is slow moving with long-lived projects.

Simulators can also be used for fault injection [13,78], making it possible
to inject faults in basically every component of a processor. Simulations of
complex processors can be very slow, offering a best-case simulation perfor-
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mance of 2-3 MIPS (33 injections per second) [78].
Much of the research efforts in the software fault injection area are look-

ing at the problem of producing representative software faults, that is, focus-
ing on what to inject, where to inject it, and how to inject it. Software-based
fault injection [50,91,98] affects the execution time and thus it may be hard
to verify WCET estimates in presence of faults.

No work has been found that investigates software fault injection in
multi-core systems, which is a bit surprising. Additional software faults
when single-core tested software is migrated to multi-core can arise since
new race conditions or lack of locks can show up in interference scenarios.
For instance, in a single-core priority-based preemptive system, the software
developer can often assume that a high-priority and a low-priority task will
not access the memory simultaneously, since the high-priority task will pre-
empt the low-priority task. This may lead to applications failing to use a
lock to properly synchronize access to the memory. In a multi-core system,
both of these tasks can run in parallel, resulting in simultaneous access to
the memory with unpredictable consequences. Other problems may exist
due to synchronization mechanisms that work well on a single-core system,
but lead to problems that surface only in a multi-core system.

Software faults that do not show in every execution, sometimes referred
to as mandelbugs, where the effect is transient in nature are not well repre-
sented by existing SFI tools [67]. This type of bugs is hard to find during
design time and pre-production testing. Thus, most of the bugs found in an
operational system are classified as mandelbugs.

We have found several interesting aspects in need of more research. In or-
der to understand how fault tolerance methods affect the timing predictabil-
ity (e.g., the inter-core interference), we will first investigate fault-free timing
predictability issues.
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Memory Request
Monitoring

In this chapter, we look at resource monitoring systems, and shared memory
in particular, to understand the impact of the RTOS on the number of
memory requests issued from a core. So, in addition to the memory requests
issued by the applications running on the different cores, we also consider
memory requests originating from the RTOS.

5.1 Motivation

None of the resource monitoring systems discussed in Chapter 3 consider
the effects of memory requests issued by the RTOS(es) running on the cores
and many of them use Linux as the evaluation platform together with Linux-
specific features.

However, Linux is recognized as not being suitable for RTCA/DO-178C [81]
DAL C and higher in safety-critical avionics systems, where the OS needs
to be certified to the same DAL as the most critical application running in
the system. This means that any effects the OS may have on the response
time of applications cannot be captured accurately on such a platform.

For instance, system calls, memory management for space partitioning
and task switching could all introduce an overhead in the number of memory
requests issued from a particular core. These extra memory requests could
interfere with memory requests issued by other cores, and thus affect the
WCET of those applications.

In order to illustrate the impact of memory requests from the RTOS on
the execution of an application on another core, consider a scenario where
two applications execute on one core each. A memory request monitoring
system is in place and each application has been assigned a memory request
budget (M) and a CPU usage budget (D, since it is also the deadline). Both
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budgets are replenished periodically and when either budget it depleted the
application is suspended until the start of the next period. The derivation of
the memory request budget is based on the memory access pattern of each
application in isolation and can be performed with static analysis or based
on measurements.

The effects of RTOS memory requests are shown in Figure 5.1, where the
run-time monitoring counts all requests issued from the core (i.e., including
requests from the RTOS); and Figure 5.2, where the run-time monitoring
only counts the requests issued by the application. The dashed line repre-
sents the (off-line) estimated number of memory requests, while the solid
line is the actual number of memory requests issued by the core.

First, we consider the case where all requests are counted (Figure 5.1).
On core 1, the run-time monitoring counts all requests and the budget (M)
is actually depleted before the task has issued all of its intended requests.
The task will be suspended and may miss its deadline before the intended
function has been performed. The task on core 2, on the other hand, will
thus experience less interference and may finish earlier (not a problem).

Next, we instead consider the case where only the application requests
are counted (Figure 5.2). Here, the total number of requests from core 1 will
exceed the budget (M) without being detected by the run-time monitoring.
This will introduce additional interference with requests issued by core 2,
where the task may miss its deadline (D) due to this interference and the
impact it has on the memory access time.

Theoretical	Memory	Requests
Actual	Memory	Requests
Task	Completed
Task	Suspended

Core	1

0 t

M

D

Accumulated
accesses

Core	2

0 t

M

D

Accumulated
accesses

Figure 5.1: Effects of RTOS memory requests when counted by the run-time
monitoring system.

We aim to evaluate the hypothesis that RTOS memory requests on one
core could interfere with applications executing on other cores when memory
budgets have been determined only using knowledge about the application
behaviors.
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Theoretical	Memory	Requests
Actual	Memory	Requests
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Task	Suspended
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Figure 5.2: Effects of RTOS memory requests when not counted by the
run-time monitoring system.

5.2 Methodology

We use four applications, described in Section 5.2.2, with different memory
request characteristics to evaluate the relation between the number of mem-
ory requests issued by the applications and the number of memory requests
issued by the RTOS. In addition, we also measure the number of memory
requests issued by the RTOS during partition (re)scheduling.

The applications are run for approximately 30 minutes, the length of a
typical mission, after which the applications output the collected data.

5.2.1 Hardware Platform

The T42401 belongs to the state-of-the-art NXP QorIQ T series. The T4240
consists of 12 Power Architecture R©e6500 cores. Each core supports two
hardware threads, which software views as two virtual CPUs, and thus ren-
dering a total of 24 (virtual) cores. The e6500 cores are clustered in banks
of four cores sharing 2 MB level 2 (L2) cache, but with private 32 KB L1
data and instruction caches.

The e6500 core provides three privilege levels to provide different levels
of protection for software to operate under. This allows for building sys-
tems that provide partitioning and virtualization. Hypervisor mode is the
highest privilege level; it allows access to all instructions and resources, the
supervisor mode is the next level; it has access to several privileged instruc-
tions, and user mode is the unprivileged and lowest level; this is where most
normal applications run.

To implement the space and time partitioning of ARINC 653, the RTOS
can execute in hypervisor or supervisor mode and the applications execute
in user mode. In the rest of this chapter we will use the term supervisor

1http://www.nxp.com/products/microcontrollers-and-processors/

power-architecture-processors/qoriq-platforms/t-series/

qoriq-t4240-t4160-t4080-multicore-communications-processors:T4240
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mode for the mode in which the RTOS is executing, regardless of whether
it executes in supervisor or hypervisor mode.

5.2.2 Software Platform

We use a proprietary ARINC 653 compliant research RTOS, extended by
us as described later in this section. The system is run in an asymmetric
multiprocessing (AMP) configuration, meaning separate RTOS instances on
each core.

Each application is implemented in a partition separate from the other
applications, and the partitions are scheduled to execute on separate cores.
Thus, we have one partition running on each of the four cores.

A current single-core partition schedule would normally consist of more
than one partition and one partition window, typically 6-10 partitions, in
a major frame. In our case, we would schedule all four partitions within a
major frame. In this chapter, the partition schedule for each core consists
of one single partition window, since we only have one partition on each
core. The partitions execute in 60 Hz, which is a commonly used frequency
in avionics. The partition window duration, and also the major frame time,
is thus 16.67 ms. Even though there is only one partition window in each
schedule, the partition scheduling is still activated after the partition window
duration when starting a new major frame.

Applications

The applications have been selected as they exhibit characteristics repre-
sentative for avionic applications. From Figure 5.3 in Section 5.3, we can
also see that the applications exhibit quite different memory request char-
acteristics. The applications are contained within one ARINC 653 partition
each.

Nav This partition consists of two periodic processes. The first, runs in 60
Hz and implements a navigation algorithm for an unmanned aerial ve-
hicle (UAV). The second process, runs in 1 Hz and simulates a Global
Positioning System (GPS) device (by keeping a static array of coor-
dinates). Every second a new GPS coordinate is made available from
the GPS process to the navigation process, which in turn processes
the position and takes the appropriate action in navigating to the
destination.

The GPS path consists of 76 points, going from point A to point B and
back again. There are four waypoints along the path, two going from
A to B and two going from B to A. It can be seen as a surveillance
mission for a UAV, going back and forth between the two end points.

Mult This partition consists of one periodic process, which performs a mul-
tiplication of two 1000x1000 matrices. One complete matrix multipli-
cation is performed each period.
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Cubic This partition consists of one periodic process, which is based on the
basic math test from the Automotive and Industrial Control category
of MiBench [30]. It performs simple mathematical calculations such as
cubic function solving, integer square root and angle conversions from
degrees to radians, which are all calculations needed for calculating
for instance airspeed or other avionics related values. The input data
for these calculations is a fixed set of constants.

It takes several partition windows to complete the entire set of calcu-
lations.

Image This partition consists of one periodic process, which is based on
the Susan test from the Automotive and Industrial Control category
of MiBench [30]. It is an image recognition package including edge and
corner detection, smoothing and adjustments for threshold, brightness,
and spatial control. The input data is a black and white image of a
rectangle.

For each period the process alternates between the available image
recognition operations, and it takes several periods to complete all of
them.

RTOS Extensions

The RTOS is proprietary software, available for the PowerPC e500, e500mc
and e6500 architectures, and also for the ARMv7-A architecture.

The monitoring is implemented using the Performance Monitor Coun-
ters (PMCs) that exist in the e6500 core. The cores provide the ability to
count L2 instruction misses and L2 data misses per core. Six performance
counters are set up, two for counting data and instruction misses in super-
visor mode, two for counting data and instruction misses in user mode, and
the last two for counting data and instruction misses in supervisor mode
when the Performance Monitor Mark (PMM) flag is set in the Machine Sta-
tus Register. The RTOS is also extended to set the PMM flag under the
partition switch interval while scheduling. By setting the PMM flag during
partition scheduling and setting the last two counters to only count when
PMM is set, we can separate the memory requests issued in supervisor mode
during a partition window and the memory requests issued during partition
scheduling, which are also performed in supervisor mode.

On each core, the PMCs will count each instruction and data miss to the
L2-cache in each partition window. During partition scheduling the RTOS
will store the values to a buffer and the counters are set to zero. The buffers
are available to the partitions in user mode.
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5.3 Measurement Results

In this section, we evaluate the memory requests issued from the described
applications and also from the RTOS.

Figure 5.3 shows that the average number of memory requests from the
four selected applications, each running in its own partition, differ by or-
ders of magnitude. Also, the standard deviation, shown as error bars, varies
greatly between the partitions. Mult, for instance, has a very low standard
deviation, meaning its memory request pattern is deterministic from one
partition window to another. Cubic on the other hand has a more diverse
memory request pattern between partition windows. This indicates that the
impact of the RTOS memory requests will depend on the memory request
characteristics of the partitions. A high number of requests from the parti-
tion will mask the requests from the RTOS as they will constitute a smaller
percentage of all memory requests issued from that core.
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Figure 5.3: Memory request characteristics for included applications.

Figure 5.4a and Figure 5.4c show the memory requests per partition
window during the experiment for Nav and Cubic respectively. These two
are illustrated here as they represent two distinct characteristics. For Nav,
the supervisor mode requests are of the same magnitude as the user mode
requests, while for Cubic the user mode requests are orders of magnitude
larger. The underlying reason for the large standard deviation for Cubic in
Figure 5.3 shows up in Figure 5.4c through the order of magnitude difference
in the number of requests between partition windows. The compact band
of request numbers in the range just below 104 requests represents a kind of
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dominant behavior in some partition windows, and the thinner bands just
below 105 requests represent another type of behavior exhibited in fewer
number of partition windows.

Mult and Image show a request pattern similar to Cubic, but the user
mode memory requests are magnitudes larger than the supervisor mode
requests as can be seen in Figure 5.4b and Figure 5.4d.
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Figure 5.4: Memory Requests per partition window.

Both supervisor mode and partition scheduling (Reschedule in the fig-
ures) requests are fairly similar for all partitions, as shown in Figure 5.5.
This figure displays the total number of memory requests monitored in all
partition windows during the experiment. The magnitude of the supervisor
mode memory requests depends on the behavior of the application running
in that partition (e.g., the usage of system calls and is thereby different
for different applications). The partition scheduling requests, on the other
hand, are independent of application behavior, and these memory requests
are a constant overhead regardless of whether the partitions on the core ex-
ecute or not. However, the fact that stable numbers are exhibited displays
a degree of determinism in this function of the RTOS.

For Nav, the supervisor mode actually contributes more memory requests
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than the application itself. There are more than twice as many memory re-
quests compared to only using application behavior. This clearly illustrates
that had a budget been set on the memory requests solely dependent on
the application behavior, the budget would have been far too tight, and the
application operation disrupted at run-time far too often.
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Figure 5.5: Total number of memory requests.

Table 5.1 summarizes these observations. For the memory-intensive Mult
and Image, the supervisor mode requests account for less than 1 percent. For
Nav, on the other hand, being more computationally intensive and consisting
of two processes (resulting in more supervisor mode requests due to process
scheduling overhead), the supervisor mode requests account for almost 50
percent of the total number of memory requests. Note that even though the
percentage is low for three out of the four applications, the extra memory
requests in supervisor and reschedule modes could still have an actual impact
on the worst-case response time of the applications on other cores.

Table 5.1: Distribution of total number of memory requests.

Partition Supervisor Mode User Mode Reschedule
Nav 48.3% 30.9% 20.8%
Mult 0.07% 99.87% 0.06%
Cubic 5.6% 92.0% 2.4%
Image 0.8% 98.7% 0.5%

Looking at individual partition windows, Table 5.2 shows that the mem-
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ory requests from the RTOS can be quite significant. Even for Image where
the supervisor mode requests account for less than 1 percent of the total
number of requests, we can see that for an individual partition window su-
pervisor mode requests can account for 66 percent of the memory requests.

Table 5.2: Proportion of supervisor mode requests per partition window.

Partition
Supervisor mode requests
Min Max

Nav 3.2% 72.0%
Mult 0.1% 7.2%
Cubic 0.3% 8.3%
Image 0.3% 66.0%

Using the box plot in Figure 5.6 to visualize the diversity of the number
of memory requests over different partition windows, we see the difference
in the nature of the four applications in another light.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of user mode memory requests per partition window
(outliers have been grouped together into one if there are many with the
same value).

A relatively narrow box in this context, as illustrated by the Nav and
Mult request patterns, demonstrates a more deterministic behavior. Here
Mult is the most deterministic with fewer outliers. Nav is typically deter-
ministic, but there are partition windows in which outliers exhibit an order
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of magnitude larger number of requests, thus clearly questionable if the nar-
row band would be a better estimate for a budget, or the pessimistic count
based on outliers. A further accentuated version of this behavior is shown
by Cubic, where a larger number of outliers are shown. This is an example
of a process where using the maximum number of requests in some partition
windows, if used for setting the budget, would be too pessimistic. However,
barring those outliers, the process shows a relatively deterministic memory
request pattern (a narrow band). Finally, image processing is depicted in a
wide box with an average that is far less than the other potential number of
requests exhibited. This would be an example of a process for which making
an educated guess to a relevant budget for memory requests would be quite
difficult. Reconsidering the structure of the code and potentially dividing it
into more deterministic subfunctions would be a recommended approach.

5.4 Discussion

If we look closely at Figure 5.4a, we can see that there is one sample in
the very beginning (just below 104) where the user mode requests are a
magnitude larger than anywhere else. This has to do with the initialization
of the partition before entering normal mode. This can also be seen from
the outliers in Figure 5.6, where we can see a similar behavior for Cubic
(although we cannot see if the outliers belong to the initialization phase). If
we were to use this maximum for doing inter-core interference analysis, the
result would be very pessimistic. The outliers should be further analyzed for
relevance, and if only occurring during initialization or fatal error handling
the outliers can safely be ignored.

The large differences in number of requests between partition windows
exhibited by Cubic and Image may be a result of the fact that the calcu-
lations take several partition windows to complete and the memory request
balancing could perhaps be improved to yield a narrower band of memory
requests. Without paying attention to memory request characteristics dur-
ing application design, it may be difficult to avoid overly pessimistic budgets
and this can affect the possibility to efficiently integrate legacy applications
on a multi-core platform. We have a simplified system for our experiments
and because of this there are additional sources of supervisor mode memory
requests that have not been accounted for. The fact that there is only one
partition on each core probably results in less space partitioning overhead
as the memory management unit of the core is less utilized and this will lead
to fewer misses. As stated previously, the partition scheduling of an ARINC
653 system will incur a number of memory requests due to the static cyclic
schedule. Since partition scheduling occurs after each partition window, the
overhead will increase as new partition windows are added to the schedule.
In our case with only one partition there is also only one partition window,
which will result in less partition-scheduling overhead than would occur in
a real avionics system. None of these simplifications make the implications
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less valid. On the contrary, there would be additional memory requests to
support our hypothesis. Additionally, some system calls may be handled
by the RTOS in user mode and memory requests for these will be hidden
in the user mode numbers and depending on the analysis of the application
memory request behavior, they may be missed and not accounted for.

The results are also applicable to a symmetric multiprocessing (SMP)
ARINC 653 system, but the partition scheduling would not cause interfer-
ence in the same way as in AMP systems. The partition scheduling would
always occur at the same time on all cores and the interference would be in-
ternally in the RTOS, but the delay until the next partition starts executing
would probably be longer than if running on a single-core system.

Our measurements on the four diverse types of applications reveal some
challenges related to determining memory request budgets.

• Nav poses no challenges if the initialization outlier can be ignored.

• Mult is deterministic in its memory request behavior and poses no
challenges.

• Cubic has too many outliers that nevertheless represent a smaller frac-
tion of number of requests, resulting in large pessimism.

• Image is an example where it is difficult to avoid pessimism.

The results show that the impact of RTOS memory requests are depen-
dent on application behavior. For the computationally intensive Nav the im-
pact is quite significant with the RTOS contributing more memory requests
than the application itself (48 percent vs. 30 percent of the total number of
memory requests). On the other hand, for the very memory-intensive Mult
the impact is marginal with less than 0.1 percent contributed by the RTOS.

Even though the percentage is low for three out of the four applications,
there may be a substantial amount of memory requests from the RTOS
adding extra interference on other cores and impacting the worst-case re-
sponse time of the applications. The partition scheduling in an ARINC 653
RTOS also introduces memory requests not accounted for due to the static
cyclic nature of the schedule.

While this study is limited and based on only one RTOS, our approach
and methodology is equally applicable to other RTOSes. The experimental
setup could be applied to different hardware platforms and different RTOSes
to build more confidence. However, our results clearly show that RTOS
memory requests need to be incorporated to correctly perform the inter-
core interference analysis.

We have so far only considered the number of memory requests issued by
a core. Next, we will study the timing behavior of memory requests experi-
encing inter-core interference, and how the requests issued by the RTOS will
be incorporated into the analysis. We will use a more detailed model con-
taining the banks of a DRAM module and the interference this may result
in.
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Shared Memory Bank
Interference

In Chapter 5, we were only concerned with the number of memory requests
issued by the RTOS and applications. In this chapter, we will study timings
of these memory requests and the impact of the inter-core interference that
is made apparent when a more detailed model of the memory hierarchy is
used.

For some systems, it may be possible to locate the data in such a way that
each core access its own private DRAM bank(s), but in the general case there
will be some sharing of data between applications and these applications
may reside on different cores resulting in a use-case where shared banks is a
necessity. It may also be the case that we have more cores than banks, which
also will result in the necessity of sharing banks. Currently, the number of
cores in a multi-core chip is growing faster than the number of banks in the
DRAM [46].

In this chapter, we consider integrating the SCE concepts (Colored Lock-
down [58], MemGuard [105] and PALLOC [102]) discussed in Chapter 3.2 in
an ARINC 653 [1] real-time operating system (RTOS) designed for avionics
systems. Specifically, we study the general case of bounding the interference
delay when using shared DRAM banks.

6.1 DRAM Model

We use the basic concepts of DRAM and memory controllers as described
in Chapter 2. In Section 2.2.3 we described the commands (PRE, ACT,
RD/WR) sent by a DRAM controller to the DRAM devices. These com-
mands take time to finish and the DRAM controller must thereby sat-
isfy timing constraints between the commands to ensure a proper function.
The JEDEC standard [42] specifies a number of requirements for JEDEC-
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compliant SDRAM devices as shown in Table 6.1. These timing constraints

Table 6.1: DRAM timing parameters.

Parameter Value Description

BL 8 columns Burst Length
CL 13 cycles Column Access Strobe Latency
WL 9 cycles Write Latency
tRCD 13 cycles Activate to read/write latency
tRRD 5 cycles Activate to activate interval
tRP 13 cycles Precharge to activate interval
tFAW 26 cycles Window for four activates
tWTR 7 cycles Write to read interval
tWR 14 cycles Data to precharge min interval
tCK 1 ns DRAM clock cycle time

affect the timing variability of the access time to the DRAM and must be
considered to fully understand the interference delays that may arise due to
requests from multiple cores.

In modern memory controllers, the memory requests are not always sent
to the DRAM in the order they are sent by the core. Instead, they are
buffered in request buffers and issued to the DRAM in the order specified
by a memory scheduler. The policy often used today, is the First-Ready
First-Come First-Served (FR-FCFS) policy. This policy prioritizes requests
to already open rows before closed rows in order to minimize row conflicts,
but this may introduce additional interference delays.

6.1.1 Inter- and Intra-Bank Delay

In the general case tasks share data and need to share banks. To more
accurately model the worst-case memory interference delay, we build on the
work by Kim et al. [46] that includes the interference delay resulting from
shared banks.

We use the request-driven approach presented by Kim et al. [46] since
it does not make any assumptions on the memory requests of applications
running on other cores. The job-driven approach can in some situations
reduce the pessimism of the delays, but it requires us to know the num-
ber of interfering memory requests from other cores and goes against the
reconfiguration ideas of Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) [80].

The interference delay experienced by a core p for a memory request
is given by RDp = RDinter

p + RDintra
p , where RDintra

p is the inter-bank

interference delay for core p and RDinter
p is the inter-bank interference delay.

RDinter
p is the delay due to a memory request generated by a core p is being

delayed by requests from other cores due to timing effects of accessing the
common command and data bus. RDintra

p is a result of multiple cores
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Figure 6.1: Components of RDp.

accessing (different rows in) the same bank. Figure 6.1a and 6.1b illustrate
these scenarios. RDinter

p is given by:

RDinter
p =

∑
∀q:q 6=p ∧

shared(q,p)=∅

(LPREinter + LACTinter + LRWinter) (6.1)

where shared(q, p) is the set of DRAM banks shared between core q and core
p, LPREinter reflects timings of the address/command bus scheduling. LACTinter is
related to the minimum separation time between two activate commands
sent to two different banks, and LRWinter is related to the data bus contention
and the bus turn-around delay as a result of the data flow direction change
on the bus if a read is issued after a write or vice versa. No more than four
ACTs are allowed during the period of time denoted tFAW . This gives the
following:

LPREinter = tCK

LACTinter = max(tRRD, tFAW − 3 · tRRD) · tCK
LRWinter = max(WL+BL/2 + tWTR, CL+BL/2 + 2−WL) · tCK

where WL, CL, BL and tWTR are part of the DRAM timing parameters in
Table 6.1.

RDintra
p is then given by:

RDintra
p = reorder(p) +

∑
∀q:q 6=p ∧

shared(q,p)6=∅

(Lconf +RDinter
q ) (6.2)

where reorder(p) calculates the delay from the reordering based on the
number of queued row hits (Nreorder) that may be scheduled before the
request under analysis and Lconf is a constant that represents a row-conflict
in the same bank, which requires both a PRE and an ACT command to
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close the current row and open a new row.

Lconf =(tRP + tRCD) · tCK + Lhit

Lhit = max(CL+BL/2 + 2,WL+BL/2 + max(tWTR, tWR)) · tCK

reorder(p) =


0 if @q : q 6= p ∧ shared(q, p) 6= 0

Lconhit(Nreorder) +
∑

∀q:q=p ∧
shared(q,p)6=∅

LRWinter ·Nreorder (6.3)

Lconhit(Nreorder) is the time it takes to service Nreorder consecutive row
hits:

Lconhit(m) = {dm/2e·(WL+BL/2+tWTR)+bm/2c·CL+(tWR−tWTR)}·tCK

Based on this, Kim et al. extend the classical response time test [43] to
include the memory interference delay:

Rk+1
i = Ci +

∑
τj∈hp(τi)

⌈
Rki
Tj

⌉
· Cj +Hi ·RDp +

∑
τj∈hp(τi)

⌈
Rki
Tj

⌉
·Hj ·RDp (6.4)

where Hi denotes the maximum number of memory requests generated by
task i, Ci denotes the WCET of task i when run in isolation, Ri denotes
the response time of task i, and Ti denotes the minimum inter-arrival time
of task i. R0

i = Ci and the test terminates when Rk+1
i = Rki .

6.2 SCE Adaptation and Extension

In this section, we outline the steps needed to implement the SCE concepts
on our evaluation platform and RTOS from Chapter 5. The applications
tasks are organized in ARINC 653 partitions scheduled in a static cyclic
schedule unique for each core.

6.2.1 Memory Request Monitoring

The memory request monitoring within the RTOS has been modified to
also suspend the partition if the counted number of memory requests ex-
ceeds a specified limit during its partition window, in effect regulating the
number of memory requests that can be issued from a partition. This is
accomplished by using the Performance Monitor Counters (PMCs) to gen-
erate an interrupt at overflow. The budget is replenished at the start of
each period. The PMC is set up to count the requests issued by both the
partition and by the RTOS itself. MemGuard [105] implements an even
bandwidth distribution, each core is allowed the same number of requests
during each regulation period. The regulation period is a system-wide pa-
rameter. Our implementation is more flexible as the regulation period is
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equal to the partition window duration of each partition, also the allowed
number of memory requests can be specified per partition. This flexibility
complicates the analysis, but it is quite simple to achieve the same behavior
as MemGuard by using the same partition window duration and the same
allowed number of memory requests for all partitions on all cores. The sum
of the memory budgets for all partitions must not exceed the total number
of requests possible during a regulation period as this would saturate the
DRAM controller and introduce additional delays.

6.2.2 Memory Bank Partitioning

Earlier Linux based memory bank partitioning schemas assume (such as
PALLOC [102]) that the page size of the memory management unit (MMU)
is smaller than the row size of the DRAM (e.g., 4KiB versus 8KiB). This
makes it possible to always allocate contiguous virtual memory that will
map to a set of physical memory pages belonging to the same bank. Our
chosen RTOS uses a different approach, where all memory is allocated using
variable page sizes during initialization. This will minimize page misses in
the MMU to be handled by the RTOS, but it will also make it very difficult
to implement bank partitioning as the MMU page sizes used could possibly
span multiple DRAM banks. Therefore, we aim to use the SCE concepts
extended with the shared bank interference delay estimations described in
Section 6.1.1.

6.2.3 Cache Partitioning

Instead of implementing the cache-coloring concept, used in SCE by Man-
cuso et al. [59], we utilize the ability to allocate cache ways for exclusive use
by a specific core. The cache ways can be evenly distributed; giving each
core the same number of ways ( Cachesize

Totalnumberofways ) or the tasks running on

each core could be analyzed/profiled to determine the proper amount of
cache ways to reserve for that particular core (similar to page coloring). In
our system (described later) the L2 cache is set up to allocate four ways to
each of the four cores. This effectively limits the available cache for each
core to 512 KiB and will ensure that there is no inter-core cache interference.

6.3 Validation of the SCE Extension

In this section, we describe the methodology for validating the extended SCE
model (as described in Section 6.2) on our platform, and show the validation
results. We use the four avionics related applications from Chapter 5: Nav,
Mult, Cubic and Image. In this setup all partitions consist of only one
process (Nav has two, but we are only interested in the highest priority one),
which simplifies the response time calculations. Without loss of generality,
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Equation 6.4 is therefore reduced to:

Ri = Ci +Hi ·RDp (6.5)

6.3.1 Methodology

We use the following method for validating the WCRT estimations:

• We estimate the WCET and count the number of memory requests
for each partition in isolation.

• The worst-case response time for each partition when executing in
parallel is calculated based on the (extended) SCE formulas.

• We measure the (worst case) response time for each partition and
compare with the calculated estimates.

• For critical partitions where calculations indicate a small margin to
the relative deadline, we perform additional interference studies with a
memory-intensive synthetic application to ensure that maximum mem-
ory bank interference is properly accounted for.

Each application is run inside one partition and deployed to different cores
and they all execute in 60 Hz. We run the system in an asymmetric multi-
processing (AMP) configuration (i.e., each core has its own instance of the
RTOS).

The experiments are performed on an NXP (Freescale) T4240 using only
one cluster with four cores sharing the 2048 KiB L2 cache, which is parti-
tioned to allocate four ways for each core resulting in each core having 512
KiB of L2 cache each. Without loss of generality, we have in this chapter dis-
abled the reordering of requests in the DRAM controller (i.e., Nreorder = 0).

6.3.2 WCET Estimation

Single-core WCET can be estimated either using static analysis, by mea-
suring the execution time of the application when running on the target
hardware or by some hybrid method. In this chapter, we use a measurement-
based approach where we (manually) insert instrumentation points (IPOINTs)
that store an identifier and a timestamp. Post-processing the IPOINTs gives
us the execution times for different parts of the task and these measurements
can be combined to find a high-water mark of the execution time, which can
be used for deriving an estimate of the WCET.

The four applications are run in isolation on core 0 with the rest of
the cores disabled. The histograms in Figure 6.2 show the distribution of
execution times for the applications when run in isolation and Table 6.2
summarizes the measured WCET and the number of memory requests per
period for each application and also for the RTOS.
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(a) Nav (b) Mult

(c) Cubic (d) Image

Figure 6.2: Execution time measurements in isolation.

To ensure that the IPOINTs do not introduce any unintentional probe
effects, we measure the execution overhead of an IPOINT and also the num-
ber of memory requests with and without IPOINTs in the applications. The
maximum execution time of one IPOINT is 23 ns, which gives a maximum
overhead of 0.5 percent per partition window. No significant increase of
memory requests is observed when using IPOINTs (see Figure 6.3).

6.3.3 Response Time

To calculate the response time (according to Equation 6.5) we need the total
interference delay, RDp. Using the equations in Section 6.1.1, we calculate
RDinter

p and RDintra
p to get RDp. Table 6.3 summarizes the worst-case

service times calculated using the DRAM timing parameters in Table 6.1.
This will result in the following inter- and intra-bank interference delays for
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Table 6.2: Characterization of partitions in isolation.

Partition Period (µs) WCET (C) (µs) Memory Requests (H)
(Partition) (RTOS)

Nav 16667 14 93 54
Mult 16667 16615 21740 160
Cubic 16667 9345 45 38
Image 16667 4391 560 40
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of memory requests.

our evaluation system:

RDinter
p =

∑
∀q:q 6=p ∧

shared(q,p)=∅

(32 · tCK) (6.6)

RDintra
p = reorder(p) +

∑
∀q:q 6=p ∧

shared(q,p)6=∅

(53 · tCK +RDinter
q ) (6.7)

Table 6.3: Worst-case service times.

Parameter Value

LPRE 1 ns
LACT 11 ns
LRW 20 ns
Lconf 53 ns

Figure 6.4 shows the calculated intra- and inter-bank delays as well as the
combined delay (RDp). Intuitively, one would imagine that a larger number
of cores would give more interference and that maximum would occur when
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all cores share the same bank, as illustrated in Figure 6.5b. However, as we
can see the maximum delay does not occur when all four cores share the
same bank. Instead, the maximum occurs when three cores share the same
bank, corresponding to Figure 6.5a.

This is a result of the intra-bank delay depending on the inter-bank
delay for other cores (Equation 6.2). When all cores access the same bank
the inter-bank delay is zero, which will result in the drop of delay time seen
in Figure 6.4, given an Lconf smaller than the

∑
RDinter

q contributing in
the case with two cores sharing bank with the core under analysis. In the
following estimates, we use the maximum total interference corresponding
to the highest point on the curve (209 ns).
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Figure 6.4: Theoretical interference delay when using four cores.
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Figure 6.5: Cores sharing banks causing interference delay.
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The estimated WCRTs listed in Table 6.4 show that the calculated re-
sponse time of Nav, Cubic and Image is safely below their relative deadline,
but for Mult the estimated WCRT exceeds the relative deadline. Mult per-
forms several orders of magnitude more memory requests compared to Nav,
Cubic and Image. For every partition window, we use the earlier mentioned
IPOINTs to record response times over a 30 second interval (1800 mea-
surements) with partition placement on cores according to column 2. The
maximum measured response time is then disclosed in column 4.

This shows that when the partitions execute in parallel no partition
misses their deadlines though the critical application Mult has a tight mar-
gin (see periods in Table 6.2). We can also see that the WCRT measure-
ments do not differ in any significant way from the WCET measurements
in that table. The memory controller can service all the memory requests
without being saturated. The memory request patterns of the partitions are
such that they do not interfere in many instances. The estimation model
assumes that all cores issue memory requests simultaneously. To ensure
the measurements are not overly optimistic we perform additional measure-
ments on Mult, whose estimated WCRT exceeds its relative deadline, in a
scenario with maximal memory interference.

Table 6.4: Maximum response time of partitions.

Partition Core Response time (R) (µs)
Estimated Measured

Nav 0 45 14
Mult 1 21192 16620
Cubic 2 9362 9345
Image 3 4516 4391

6.3.4 Critical Processes

When we run Mult on core 0 in parallel with a memory-intensive task de-
ployed on core 1–3 with disabled memory request regulation, Mult misses its
deadline. If we turn on the memory regulation, mentioned in Section 6.2.1,
for the memory-intensive tasks on core 1–3 with a suitable budget, we notice
that Mult no longer misses its deadline. This shows that given a suitable
restriction of the memory requests issued by partitions running on other
cores we are able to run Mult within its time constraints. So, for a critical
task, the correct estimation of regulation budget of other tasks is essential.

To measure Mult’s response time in this scenario we disable the overrun
detection function and perform repeated experiments where the memory
budgets of the memory-intensive tasks were reduced until a WCRT value
below the relative deadline was found for Mult. The resulting response times
(with and without regulation) can be found in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5: Measured maximum response time of Mult with memory-
intensive tasks in parallel.

Partition Core Response time (R) (µs)
No regulation Regulation

Mult 0 17075 16654

6.3.5 Applying the Method to an Earlier Benchmark

To further assess the validity of the approach we also use the Latency and
Bandwidth benchmarks from Yun et al. [105], adapted to our environment
and RTOS, to measure the worst-case memory interference. The bench-
marks are modified to enable us to direct the requests from Bandwidth to
a specified DRAM bank. We run Latency on core 0 and Bandwidth on core
1–3 several times with different number of Bandwidth instances targeting
the same DRAM bank as Latency. These measurements compared to the
estimations are shown in Figure 6.6. As we can see, the estimations are
a conservative (and possibly somewhat pessimistic) approximation of the
measurements.
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6.4 Discussion

One assumption affecting the pessimism of the method is the sequential
issuing of subcommands (PRE, ACT, RD/WR) from the memory controller
to the DRAM device, causing a memory request to always suffer inter-bank
delay. Modern memory controllers can interleave commands for different
banks and in a way, create a pipelining effect resulting in a non-additive
delay. A more accurate modeling of the subcommand timings would result in
less pessimistic response times. Another assumption that should be relaxed
in the future is the assumption of only one outstanding memory request per
core, this could potentially have a large impact on the delay times if several
requests from other cores are prioritized before the request on the core under
analysis.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future
Work

This chapter presents the conclusions based on the work performed in this
thesis and discusses potential future research directions.

7.1 Conclusions

Multi-core platforms have been introduced in many different settings, but
so far they have not been utilized in the domain of safety-critical avionic
real-time systems. A substantial amount of research has been put into the
area and many promising methods have been proposed.

In this thesis, we address the areas of timing predictability and fault
tolerance for avionics systems. While addressing these areas, we also (infor-
mally) assess the maturity and applicability of existing methods.

Regarding timing predictability, several sources that present challenges
exist as discussed in Chapter 2.2. The inter-core interference due to parallel
accesses to the DRAM memory has been addressed by several proposed
resource-monitoring systems, none of which consider the memory requests
issued by the RTOS and the impact these requests have on the DRAM access
timings for requests issued by other cores.

Our results show that the memory requests issued by the RTOS can have
a significant impact on the inter-core interference if not accounted for in the
run-time monitoring and during derivation of memory request budgets for
resource-monitoring systems.

Another aspect of the inter-core interference is related to the allocation
of instructions and data to core-private banks in the DRAM. The use of
only private DRAM banks is not scalable when the applications grow and
the number of cores increase faster than the number of banks in the DRAM.
Also, applications sharing data in shared memory cannot use this scheme.
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To address this, we present an adaptation and extension of the SCE
framework for an avionics ARINC 653 RTOS targeting the T4240 multi-
core SoC from NXP. We relax the constraints requiring private memory
banks for each core and our extension provides an analytical upper bound
on the interference delay.

Our work also highlights an interesting aspect of the calculated response
times as a function of the number of cores, namely that, in theory, the max-
imum core deployment need not give maximum memory bank interference.
This has not yet been investigated further and is left as future work.

Another important aspect needing attention in the use of multi-core plat-
forms is the impact of faults. The faults themselves and the fault tolerance
mechanisms could affect both timing predictability and temporal isolation.
We have only begun the work regarding the impact of fault tolerance on
safety-critical multi-core systems.

In this thesis, we present a comprehensive analysis of the state-of-the-
art fault tolerance and fault injection methods aiming at validated WCET
estimations within multi-core systems and find several shortcomings in the
currently available research. We posed three questions in Chapter 4 that
we set out to answer. So far, none of the existing literature have been able
to help us answer these questions in a satisfactory way. While many of the
approaches are promising, several challenges remain.

For instance, we identify a lack of research on WCET/WCRT estimates
under faulty conditions on safety-critical COTS multi-core platforms that
require temporal partitioning. This research is needed to safely deploy multi-
core platforms in the avionics domain and for certification authorities to
accept and approve their usage.

There is also a lack of research on fault tolerance induced memory re-
quests and the effects on resource-monitoring systems with deterministic
timing (this work is related to the memory requests of the RTOS as dis-
cussed in Chapter 5).

None of the fault injection methods consider verification of timeliness,
but a cycle-accurate simulator could perhaps be used for WCET estimation
in presence of hardware faults provided the hardware model in the simulator
is detailed enough.

To summarize, we find that no work combining timing predictability
and hardware reliability in presence of inter-core interference on multi-core
systems has been identified. This makes the topic an interesting area for
future research.

Once the research directions presented in Section 7.2 bring the matu-
rity needed in analyses for assurance of timing predictability of applications
running on multiple cores, we will be closer to the adoption of multi-core
platforms in safety-critical avionics systems.
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7.2 Future Work

Timing predictability and fault tolerance for safety-critical systems are ac-
tive research areas. While our work only touched parts of the areas, there
are many interesting research directions:

• Timing effects due to fault tolerance: There are more or less
isolated islands between work on fault tolerance and timing assurance
in the multi-core setting. We believe a method integrating fault tol-
erance and timing predictability is needed. Integrating the impact of
fault tolerance methods on shared resources (e.g., memory requests),
which affects the WCET and WCRT estimates is needed.

• Fault injection on multi-core: Together with an integrated method,
we also need fault injection platforms aiming at multi-core fault toler-
ance. Furthermore, combining outcomes of fault injection experiments
with models for analysis of WCET and WCRT in a systematic way is
a future direction of research.

• Formal methods: Another interesting path explores the area of
formal verification instead of empirical measurement-based methods.
Modeling the relevant parts of the system, including fault impacts,
and deriving worst-case response times by using UPPAAL and model
checking is a research direction we will consider.

• Optimal budgets: We showed that the RTOS memory requests need
to be considered when deriving the budgets for the applications on a
core in a resource monitoring system. However, how to derive opti-
mal CPU usage and memory request budgets given a number of tasks
on a number cores is an open problem. Properly assigned budgets
could increase the schedulability of a task system and also increase
the utilization of the cores.

• Improved DRAM model: The DRAM model used in this thesis
does not consider request reordering and it also assumes each command
(PRE, ACT, RD/WR) suffers from inter-bank interference. Many
modern memory controllers perform request reordering to improve la-
tency and they can also pipeline commands resulting in non-additive
delays. Improving the DRAM model is also an interesting direction of
work, which could result in tighter interference delays.

• Predictable hardware: In this thesis, we have only considered read-
ily available COTS hardware platforms, but these are developed for a
different market and optimized for maximal throughput. We believe
that work on timing predictability issues in several parts of a system
on chip is an interesting direction. Timing predictable soft cores and
real-time memory controllers implemented on FPGAs may be a way
forward.
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